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ABSTRACT
BISPHENOL A CARBONATE CYCLIC OLIGOMERS
NOVEL BUILDING BLOCKS
FOR
POLYMER BLENDS
MAY 1993
WARREN L. NACHLIS, B.A., FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL COLLEGE
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor William J. MacKnight
This thesis describes the use of bisphenol a carbonate cyclic
oligomers [BPACY] as novel building blocks for polymer blends. The
objective of the initial phase of this research is to determine whether the
thermodynamics of mixing are affected by changes in the topology of a
mixture's components. The second phase of this research involves the in-situ
polymerization of BPACY in miscible thermoplastic matrices.
The thermodynamics of mixing have been shown to be quite sensitive
to changes in the topology of blend components. Cyclic bisphenol a
carbonate cyclic oligomers are miscible with a wider range of polystyrene
molecular weights than are chemically equivalent linear oligomers. The
Flory-Huggins mean field theory predicts the shape of phase boundaries quite
well for linear polystyrene [PS]/linear polycarbonate [PC] blends as well as
for linear polystyrene/cyclic polycarbonate blends. However, the interaction
parameter was determined to be strongly dependent upon topology with
^PS /PC ^ ^PS /PC • ^^^^ ^^^"^^ explained
in terms of a
vi
topological interaction unique to ring polymers which is expected to be quite
general.
The in-situ polymerization of BPACY/styrene-acrylonitrile
copolymer [SAN] blends has been demonstrated to yield PC/SAN blends
with morphologies unattainable via conventional melt blending. Extremely
fine phase dispersion can be obtained by this method of blend preparation.
The domain coarsening kinetics have been shown to be quite sensitive to the
volume fraction of the dispersed phase. The "pinning" of domain coarsening,
unique to polymer systems, can be attributed to the extreme barriers to
diffusive coarsening mechanisms in these systems. Thus, phase coarsening is
arrested when percolation ceases or domains no longer form local clusters.
The dispersed phase size has been shown to have a dramatic effect on
high stress deformation in systems where a brittle phase is dispersed in a
more compliant ductile matrix. The increased ductility of blends with finer
phase dispersions has been rationalized based on a lower tendency for smaller
brittle phases to craze/crack in addition to the influence of complex local
stress fields in heterogeneous materials.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
1.1 Introduction
Polymer blends continue to be the subject of intense academic and
industrial research.*'^ This interest is due, primarily, to the fact that the
development of new materials with broad ranging properties via blending is far
more economical than development based on entirely new polymers.
Additionally, the thermal, mechanical and chemical demands of many
applications are seldom fulfilled by a single homopolymer. Blend technology,
however, has yielded materials that meet even the most demanding
requirements.
From the most fundamental perspective, polymer blends can be divided
into two categories: 1) miscible, single phase systems such as polystyrene /
poly(2,6-dimethyl-l,4-phenylene oxide) and 2) immiscible multiphase blends
such as bisphenol-A-polycarbonate / styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer. Much of
the early work in this field focused on achieving miscible systems. However,
the recognition of synergistic multiphase materials has broadened the scope of
current research.^'^
This thesis describes the use of bisphenol a carbonate cyclic oligomers
[BPACY] as novel building blocks for polymer blends. The initial phase of
this research involves an investigation of topological effects on blend
miscibility. The objective of this portion of the research is to determine
whether the thermodynamics of mixing are affected by changes in the topology
of a mixture's components. This is accomplished by investigating the
miscibility of BPACY as well as chemically equivalent linear oligomers with
other thermoplastics. The second phase of this research involves the in-situ
polymerization of BPACY in miscible thermoplastic matrices. The objectives
of this portion of the research are threefold:
1. Prepare novel multiphase materials with
varied but controllable morphologies,
2. Investigate the morphology coarsening
kinetics in a system where phase separation
occurs due to polymerization of one
component of an initially homogeneous
mixture.
3. Evaluate the effect of phase size on
mechanical properties in a system of brittle
particles dispersed in a ductile matrix.
The in-situ polymerization of reactive oligomers from an initially
homogeneous mixture with another polymer and control of incipient liquid-
liquid phase separation will allow the preparation of materials with variable but
controlled morphologies. These materials will then be used to elucidate the
relationship between morphology and mechanical high stress deformation
behavior in multi-phase systems. Before describing the results of this
research, relevant background material will be presented.
The following sections of this chapter will present the theoretical
foundations as well as background material for the following topics:
1
.
The thermodynamics of mixing
2. In-situ blend formation
3
.
The dynamics of phase separation
4. Plastic deformation in polymeric materials
1.2 Thermodynamics of Mixing
The phase behavior of polymer blends can be understood in terms of
classical equilibrium thermodynamics. The necessary conditions for miscibility
are that the free energy of mixing, AG^^, be negative, where
AG^= AH,- TAS, < 0 (1.1)
and that
> 0
2 Jp j
(1.2)
where AH^is the enthalpy of mixing, ASj^jthe entropy of mixing, T the
absolute temperature and (()2 the volume fraction of component 2.
1.2.1 Florv-Huggins Lattice Theory
The methods of statistical mechanics allow a connection to be made
between the structure and properties of a system's constituent particles and
experimentally observable thermodynamic variables. The solution theory most
commonly applied to concentrated polymer mixtures is the lattice theory of
7 9Flory and Huggins. ' Although the assumptions made in the derivation of
this theory result in significant inadequacies, its treatment of the combinatorial
entropy of mixing remains central to an understanding of the thermodynamics
of polymer mixtures. The combinatorial entropy of mixing two
monodisperse components is given by
^ln(t)i+^ln (t)2 (1.3)
where R is the gas constant, ({) and Nj are the volume fraction and degree of
polymerization of species i respectively. The Nj's are given in terms of a
reference segment volume, V^^f, usually taken as the smaller of the two repeat
unit volumes.
A simple physical explanation for this mixing "law" for polymer
9
mixtures has been given by Flory. Basically, the combinatorial entropy of
mixing is due to the greater volume over which the molecules of both
components are distributed in a mixture relative to the pure components. Flory
has also shown that in the framework of this model the combinatorial entropy
is independent of the average configuration of the polymeric components.
Thus, the treatment is equally applicable to mixtures of Hnear polymers as well
9
as nng or rod shaped molecules.
The enthalpy of mixing is given by
AH^= z Awj2 (t)2 = R TX^^ <\>^ (j)^ (1.4)
with
^12-- RT (1-5)
In the original derivation is a dimensionless exchange parameter
representing the non-combinatorial enthalpic effects of mixing. It has since
been generalized to include non-combinatorial entropic effects. Thus Awj2
represents the local free energy change per unit volume for the process of
exchanging unlike contacts for like contacts
2 |12| <^ |111 + [22| (1.6)
Awi2 = w,, W22-2w,2 (1.7)
The average segmental potentials between like segments given by w- and that
between unlike segments by Wy. Thus, Awj2 represents all local enthalpic and
entropic effects related to breaking like contacts and fomiing unlike contacts,
with X,2 now becoming an empirical parameter representing the excess free
energy of mixing. When Awj2 > 0, unlike contacts are favored, X12 < 0 and
mixing is favored. Conversely, when Awj2 < 0, like contacts are favored, %j2
> 0 and mixing is disfavored. X12 has been found to be dependent upon
concentration and molecular weight also in contradiction with its original
interpretation.^'
The free energy of mixing per unit volume can now be written as
RT
(j)2
^ln(l)i+^ln(l)2 + Xi2^l<l>2 (1-8)
This expression can then be used to calculate complete theoretical phase
diagrams [binodals, spinodals and critical points]. The first step is to calculate
the partial molar free energy, A[i, from (1.8)
P.T.n
(1.9)
The binodal represents the compositions of two phases in equilibrium;
therefore, the chemical potential of a component must be the same in both
phases
A (Hj)^ = A (^ii)g and A (^2)a = ^ (^^)b (1.10)
AppUcation of these conditions to (1.8) leads to a system of two equations with
two unknowns which can be solved numerically.
For a strictly binary system, the spinodal is given by
V 2 ;
P.T
= 0 (1-11)
which yields
1
+
1 A
V 1 ^Isp 2 ^2sp^
(1.12)
The critical condition is given by simultaneous solution of (1.11) and
= 0 (1.13)
which yields
/ 1 1 ^2
2;
(1.14)
and
l,crit
N
N,
(1.15)
The Flory-Huggins theory can be generalized further for quasi-binary
systems in which one or both of the components are polydisperse.^-^'^^ The
free energy of mixing is written as
AGm
RT
V
8The most important change which occurs upon moving from truly binary
(monodisperse) systems to quasi-binary (polydisperse) systems is in the
precise definition of the binodal. In binary systems, the binodal represents
three coincident curves:
1
.
The locus of cloud points,
2
.
The locus of incipient phases coexisting with
the principle phases.
3 • The locus of two coexisting "macrophases"
which develop as the temperature moves
beyond the cloud point.
In quasi-binary systems, the binodal still exists but as a
multidimensional hypersurface in temperature-composition space instead of the
more familiar two dimensional curve. Further, instead of the three curves
listed above being coincident with a two dimensional binodal, each curve has a
two dimensional projection in temperature-composition space which are not
generally coincident.
Thus, there exist three separate curves representing:
1 . The locus of cloud points [Cloud Point
Curve].
2. The locus of incipient phases coexisting with
the principle phases [Shadow Curve].
3. The locus of coexisting phases as
temperature is changed [Coexistence Curve].
Although the general nature of the spinodal and critical point are less
affected by the change from binary to quasi-binary their precise definition in
terms of X, and are modified. Given (1.16) the generalized forms of
(1.12), (1.14) and (1.15) are given as ^2-16
X -i
1
N 6
V wl ^Isp
-J ^
N (h
w2 ^2sp)
(1.17)
X =
crit
1
2
1 +
a2NW
aiNl'^w2
1 +
N
wl Nw2
(1.18)
<1)
l.crit
= (1.19)
with
M •
ai
=-M^ (1-20)Wl
Here N^j is the weight average degree of polymerization in terms of V^gj-, and
M^i and M^j are the respective z-average and weight average molecular
weights.
The theoretical spinodal is unchanged due to polydispersity except for
the use of weight average degree of polymerization. Binodals, again, cannot be
solved for analytically but have been shown to undergo additional skewing due
to polydispersity. Critical points also undergo a shift along the spinodal
branch of the more polydisperse component.''^'^^
In its original form, the Flory-Huggins lattice theory neglects any
volume changes that occur upon mixing. Flory as well as others have
developed theories that attempt to address these equation of state effects. ^"^-^^
Qualitatively, these approaches have been quite successful in rationalizing the
lower critical solution behavior observed in many polymer blend systems. The
application of these theories requires detailed knowledge of the P-V-T behavior
of the blend and its components. Limited experimental determination of this
type of information has resulted in limited application of these theories. More
recently, Curro and Schweizer have begun to apply continuum theories to
polymer blends.^^"^^ This approach requires sophisticated numerical analysis
but has led to intriguing conclusions with respect to the effects of local
structural asymmetry on length scales ranging from those of monomeric units
to those of radii of gyration.
1.2.2 Experimental Probes of Blend Miscibility
A wide variety of experimental techniques can be applied as probes of
blend miscibility and have been reviewed by a variety of authors. ^'"^ A few of
the most important will be discussed here. One of the simplest methods of
determining blend miscibility is by visual observation of optical clarity. Under
most circumstances optical clarity implies miscibility. Care must be taken,
however, since if the refractive indices of the components are similar or if
domain sizes are on the order of the wavelength of light incorrect conclusions
can be reached.
The determination of the glass transition behavior of a polymer blend
[via a variety of methods] is another important probe of blend miscibility. A
miscible blend will display a single glass transition while phase separation in
immiscible systems results in the appearance of a second T
. A single T is
generally considered to be a more sensitive criterion for miscibility than optical
clarity and is believed sensitive to domain sizes on the order of 10 nm.^ This
technique is somewhat restricted due to sensitivity limitations when the T 's of
8
the components are less than 20°C apart or when a dispersed phase is less than
«10 wt.% of the total. A number of equations have been proposed which
predict the composition dependence of Tg for miscible systems.^^"^^ These
equations also allow the determination of phase compositions in partially
miscible systems. Physical aging blend systems, via sub-T annealing prior to
calorimetric analysis, has been shown to increase the sensitivity of this
technique when the components have similar T 's.^^ -^^
A variety of techniques have been used to measure interaction
parameters directly.^ The heat of mixing can be measured directly for oligomer
systems or for small molecule model compounds which serve as analogs for
polymer systems. Inverse gas chromatography has also been used to measure
interaction parameters. Most recently light, X-ray and neutron scattering have
been employed to measure the thermodynamic properties of polymer blend
systems. Scattering methods are most often carried out in the single phase
region of a phase diagram and provide a convenient method for the
determination of interaction parameters over a range of temperatures.
A final method for estimating the interaction parameter where Xy > 0
involves the determination of molecular weight combinations which place the
critical point at or close to that of the temperature of interest.^^ The
determination of a molecular weight combination below which two polymers
are miscible over the entire composition range while above which phase
separation occurs allows X-- to be bracketed via (1.18). Substitution of the
molecular weight combination miscible at all compositions into (1.18) places
an upper bound on X-- while substitution of the immiscible combination aUows
the lower bound to be determined. This procedure will be used extensively in
the current research.
1.3 In-Situ Blend Formatinn
Although the vast majority of polymer blend research has concentrated
on blends prepared by conventional mixing of constituent high molecular
weight polymers, some emphasis has been placed on the in-situ formation of
blends. This process involves the polymerization of a monomer within a
polymeric matrix. This technique offers intrinsic advantages over
conventional blend preparation.
The most commercially significant example of in-situ blend formation
is found in the toughening of polymers by rubber modification,^"* High-impact
polystyrene is prepared by dissolving 5-10 wt% polybutadiene in styrene to
form a true solution. The styrene is then polymerized, with significant grafting
to the polybutadiene. Careful agitation of the system during the polymerization
yields a polystyrene matrix with dispersed rubber particles possessing
superior mechanical properties. The earliest systematic investigation of this
process is found in the work of Molau." ^ Molau referred to systems of this
type as polymeric oil in oil emulsions; since the graft copolymer, formed in-
situ, behaves as an emulsifier that controls the scale of phase separation. A
variety of systems were investigated including styrene / polyethyl acrylate.
styrene / polymethyl methacrylate and styrene / polybutadiene. The degree of
graft copolymerization, polymerization kinetics as well as external agitation
were all found to have significant effects on the properties of the resulting
blend. Molau also recognized that a phase inversion occurs, due to changes in
relative phase volumes, as the system passes from an initially homogeneous
state to its ultimate phase separated morphology. Later work by Parent and
Thompson investigated the effect of molecular weight on the final morphology
in systems of styrene polymerized in polymethyl methacrylate matrices of
varying molecular weight.^^'"^^ Morphologies were found to depend on the
molecular weight due to changes in phase equilibria as well as the effect of
viscosity on phase separation kinetics.
The process of in-situ blend formation is most easily understood by
considering the schematic three component phase diagram in Figure 1.1. The
shaded region represents the single phase region, while the area below the
curve denotes compositions at which two phases exist at equilibrium. The
compositions of these phases are given by the intersection of the corresponding
tie line with the phase boundary. Relative phase volumes can be determined by
the "lever rule". For example, if a mixture of composition denoted by point E
is prepared, at equilibrium two phases with compositions given by F and G
would exist with relative volumes given by the line segment ratio EFiEG.^^''^'^
In-situ blend formation begins with a mixture such as point C in figure one. A
homogeneous mixture of a monomer and polymer is prepared. When
polymerization begins, the system progresses down the reaction coordinate
CD. Phase separation begins when the reaction coordinate intersects the phase
boundary. A series of tie lines could, in theory, be constructed to give phase
compositions as the polymerization progresses. However, the kinetics of the
Monomer B
D
Polymer B Polymer A
Figure 1.1 Schematic phase diagram for in-situ blend formation.
processes involved usually preclude the attainment of equilibrium until
polymerization is completed. This is represented by point D, at which point a
heterogeneous blend is obtained. The morphology of the final product is
determined by the complex interplay of polymerization kinetics, phase
equilibria and phase separation kinetics. Careful control of these variables is
essential.
In-situ polymerization of vinyl monomers has been used to modify the
chemical and physical properties of polyester yams.^"^'"^^ For example, the
polymerization of acrylic acid, hydroxyethyl methacrylate and N-vinyl
pyrrolidone in polyester yams have been reported to enhance the moisture
regain, anti-static and soil-release properties of these materials. The
dimensional stability of acrylic fibers has been improved in a similar manner by
the in-situ polymerization of polyureas or polycarbodiimides in concentrated
solutions of an acrylonitrile copolymer prior to fiber spinning.'^^
Walsh and co-workers used in-situ blend formation to investigate the
phase behavior of polyvinyl chloride with chlorinated polyethylene as well as
various polyacrylates. ' This method of blend formation was chosen in
order to avoid artifacts associated with solution blending as well as thermal
stability limits which precluded melt blending. The use of this technique
helped to clarify conflicting studies of thermodynamic compatibility. Kwei
etMi employed in-situ polymerization to prepare blends of poly(acrylic acid) /
poly(ethyl oxazoline), hydroxypropyl cellulose / po\y(N,N - dimethyl
acrylamide), and hydroxypropyl cellulose / poly(vinylpyridine) for similar
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reasons,
The polymerization of methyl methacrylate within solid particles of
stereoregular polymethyl methacrylate has been investigated.^^ Triad
distributions determined by NMR of polymethyl methacrylate polymerized
within solid isotactic (i- ) and syndiotactic {s- ) polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) indicated that chains grown within these solid matrices had greater
degrees of configurational disorder (higher concentration of heterotactic triads)
and that the stereospecific replica polymerization previously observed for
PMMA had only a limited effect in these highly condensed systems. The
stereoregularity of polybutadiene polymerized within a glassy polystyrene
matrix has been investigated by Galvin and Heffner.^^'^^ Decreased
stereoregularity was also found in these solid matrix polymerized materials.
Fine phase dispersions were obtained due to extremely slow aggregation
kinetics within the solid.
Fine phase dispersion obtained via solid matrix in-situ blend formation
has been found useful in the area of conducting polymers. The
polymerization of acetylene in low-density polyethylene films was found to
yield blends with properties superior to conventionally prepared materials.
Highly conductive (>1 S/cm'^ ) materials could be produced at very low
polyacetylene loadings (3 wt%) via in-situ polymerization, while blends
prepared by solvent casting were not highly conductive at polyacetylene levels
as high as 40 wt%. This increased conductivity was attributed to the extremely
fine dispersion of polyacetylene obtained (= 600-2000 A), which resulted in a
lower percolation threshold compared to the grossly inhomogeneous
morphologies obtained by solution blending. Tensile moduli and tensile
strength at break were also enhanced compared to that of unmodified low-
density polyethylene.
In an attempt to overcome the processing difficulties encountered with
fiber reinforced materials. Kiss and co-workers examined the solid state
polymerization of trioxane crystals grown within a trioxane / polycaprolactone
or trioxane / polyoxyethylene matrix.^^ Although some degree of in-situ
polymerization was achieved in trioxane rich mixtures, the resulting
polyoxymethylene rich composites were not amenable to mechanical testing.
Interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) are a final example of multi-
component polymer systems prepared in-situ. Most IPNs are formed by
synthesizing and/or crosslinking one network in the immediate presence of
another. The existence of crosslinks (chemical and/or physical) in these
systems defines them as a particular class of blends prepared in-situ. Sperling
has reviewed this active research area.^^'^^ Various subclasses of IPNs exist
depending upon the particular sequence of polymerization and network
formation (crosslinking). A wide variety of systems have been prepared and
many structure property investigations conducted. Of particular relevance to
the current research is that novel and controllable morphologies can be
achieved via this process.
1.4 Phase Separation Dynamics in Polymeric Systems
The discovery, early in the twentieth century, that the age hardening of
iron alloys was due to a room temperature precipitation process spawned great
interest in the dynamics of phase separation processes.^^ More recendy, the
phase separation dynamics of polymer blends have become an active research
area. This interest is due to both the technological importance of this subject as
well as academic interest in the fact that polymer blends belong to the same
universality class as binary alloys and fluid mixtures. Several excellent
reviews have been published to which the interested reader is referred for more
details.^2-67
The demixing of a binary or pseudo-binary mixture due to a rapid
change in the thermodynamic stability can occur via one of two mechanisms: 1)
nucleation and growth or 2) spinodal decomposition. Although, the resulting
equilibrium structure [two macroscopic liquid phases of ((j),) and (([), ] is
independent of the mechanism of demixing, the intermediate demixed
structures are quite different.
Nucleation and growth occurs in the metastable region of the phase
diagram [i.e. the region bounded by the binodal or cloud point curve and the
spinodal]. Nuclei of composition close to (<l)i)a,eq' the equilibrium composition
of component 1 in phase a at equilibrium, are formed in the mother phase by a
thermal activation process. Nuclei greater than the critical size will then grow
until the matrix reaches (<t)i)b gq » ^he equilibrium concentration of component 1
in phase b at equilibrium. The size of the nuclei is determined by kinetic
factors while the composition difference between ((l)i)aeq and ((t>i)beq
controlled by the thermodynamic state of the mixture. Demixing via this
process is divided into two stages; the early, rapid, approach to equilibrium
phase compositions and the later more gradual coarsening of dispersed
domains of (4)i)a,eq in a matrix of (^i\eq-
The approach to equilibrium phase compositions is quite different via
spinodal decomposition; a process which occurs in the unstable region of the
phase diagram [i.e. within the spinodal]. The early stage of spinodal
decomposition is characterized by the development of periodic composition
fluctuadons of a characteristic wavelength, X, and amplitude Acj). The
characteristic wavelength, which is determined by the thermodynamic
condition, remains constant during the earliest stages while the amplitude of the
fluctuations, which is kinetically controlled, increases with time. An increase
in X as well as a continued increase in A(\> characterizes the intermediate stage of
spinodal decomposition. The late stage begins when ((t),).,^^ and ((^\)\ycq ^''^
reached. At this point coarsening processes, identical to those which occur in
the final stage of nucleation and growth, commence.
Definitive conclusions regarding the mechanism of demixing under
particular experimental conditions can only be drawn from a careful analysis of
the early stages of demixing during which equilibrium phase compositions are
reached. However, the coarsening processes that occur after equilibrium phase
compositions are reached arc independent of the mechanism active during the
early stages of demixing. The dynamics of these universal coarsening
processes are most often characterized by performing scaling analyses on the
average size of dispersed domains by either observing the average radius as a
function of time, R(t), when direct real space images are available or by
analysis of the wavcnumber of maximum scattered intensity as a function of
time, q,n(t), when radiation scattering is used to monitor demixing kinetics.
The comparison of the scaling exponents, a, in
R(t) oc t a (1.21)
or
oc -a (1.22)
with those predicted theoretically provides insights as to the physics of the
coarsening mechanism.
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One of the earliest proposed mechanisms for the coarsening of
dispersed domains is referred to as Ostwald ripening.^'^-^^ The physics of this
process is based on an evaporation-condensation mechanism in which larger
droplets grow at the expense of smaller ones driven by the lower surface
tension of droplets with larger radii. The domains do not, themselves,
undergo translation. Instead, diffusion is biased from smaller particles into the
matrix as well as diffusion from the matrix into larger particles due to the
higher chemical potential of smaller particles [higher surface tensions] relative
to larger particles. Thus, there is a net flux of material from smaller particles
through the matrix into larger particles. This theory predicts
R(t)oct'^^ (1.23)
or
qJO^ (1.24)
These relationships have been found to hold quite well for binary alloys as well
as small molecule fluid mixtures.^-^ Although originally derived for infinitely
small volume fractions of the dispersed phase, non-zero volume fractions
affect only the pre-factor leaving the scaling exponent at 1/3. The applicability
of this mechanism to the late stage coarsening of polymer systems has recently
been questioned and will be discussed later. ^^^-^^
A diffusion-reaction type process for late stage coarsening initially
proposed by Binder and Stauffer is an alternative mechanism to the
evaporation-condensation of Ostwald ripening.^^-^^ Smoluchowski type
kinetics are applied which treat each droplet as a free Brownian particle that
will coalesce with another particle upon contact. This approach predicts a
range of scaling exponents depending upon the balance of forces acting under
particular experimental conditions as well as the volume fraction of dispersed
phase. Growth law scaling exponents, a, in the range 1/3 < a < 1 have been
predicted. The balance between inertial and dissipative as well as between
surface and thermal forces determines a. Fastest growth rates are expected for
conditions where domains remain percolated throughout the coarsening
process. The growth law exponent may change with time since the size of
domains can effect the balance of forces acting upon it.
A variety of growth law scaling exponents have been observed in the
demixing of polymer systems.^S Critical mixtures consistently display a = 0
for the early stages of demixing where the wavelength of composition
fluctuations due to spinodal decomposition is expected to be constant. There is
a gradual change in a with time until a relatively constant value of 0.8 < a < 1
is reached during late stage coarsening. In contrast, the late stage coarsening
of off-critical mixtures has recently been shown to slow down with an eventual
cessation of coarsening referred to as a pinning of domain growth.^O Scaling
exponents have been shown to decrease from a ~ 0.8 to a = 0 during the late
stage. This pinning has been attributed to a dynamical percolation to cluster
transition. Late stage domain coarsening proceeds rapidly when domains
percolate but this coarsening is slowed and finally arrested when percolation
ceases. This phenomenon is unique to polymer systems due to an extreme
barrier to coarsening via diffusive mechanisms lOstwald ripening]. When a
small molecule fluid undergoes a dynamical percolation to cluster transition it
can still coarsen via diffusive mechanisms since barriers to diffusion through
the matrix are low. For polymer systems, however, a large entropic barrier
exists for transport across a sharp interface. Monte Carlo simulations by
Kotnis and Muthukumar have recently demonstrated that the entropic barrier,
unique to polymer systems, for transport across sharp interfaces can in fact
result in a cessation of coarsening when percolation ceases7^
1.5 Plastic Deformation of Polymeric Materials
The maximization of ultimate mechanical properties such as tensile
strength, elongation at break and energy absorbed to fracture is a primary goal
of polymer blend research. Thus, the deformation mechanisms which control
large strain properties such as yield and fracture are of particular importance. It
has been recognized that the same general deformation mechanisms observed
for homogeneous polymeric materials are operative in heterogeneous
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systems. Therefore, before discussing the effect dispersed phases have on
mechanical properties, the deformation mechanisms of homogeneous polymers
will be outlined.
1.5.1 Homogeneous Materials
Glassy polymers show significant deviation from linear elastic behavior
at strains =2%. At this point, significant plastic deformation occurs via either
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cavitational or shear processes. All large strain deformation of glassy
polymers, whether homogeneous or heterogeneous, can be described as being
either cavitational or shear. Cavitational processes include crazing, void
formation and fracture. These processes are characterized by a local loss of
intermolecular cohesion and therefore occur with a local decrease in density.
Shear processes, however, occur without any significant change in volume.
Localized shear banding and diffuse shear yielding are the two variants of
shear deformation.
1.5.1.1 Cavitational Modes
The fracture properties of polymers are to large extent controlled by the
stress induced growth and breakdown of crazes.^"^'^^ Crazes form in response
to tensile stresses via the stabilization of micro-voids by oriented polymer
fibrils 5-30nm in diameter. Crazes act as planar crack-like defects and are
essentially the first stage of fracture. Unlike a true crack, the presence of the
oriented fibrils allows the crazes to be load bearing. The processes of craze
width expansion and fibril breakdown lead to the formation of large voids
which eventually reach a critical size for fracture. Thus, a craze acts as an
incipient fracture site.
Early criteria for crazing were based only on results from uniaxial
tensile tests. The maximum principle strain criterion and the maximum
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principle stress criterion both failed to recognize the critical importance of the
hydrostatic component of the stress tensor. Crazes will form only when the
resolved local stress state is one of hydrostatic tension. Stemstein and
Ongchin investigated the crazing behavior of polymethyl methacrylate under
various biaxial stress states and proposed an empirical, pressure dependent
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criterion for crazing in terms of the stress bias, a^, which is of the form
(1.25)
where A and B are time- and temperature-dependent material parameters and
is the first invariant of the stress tensor (I^ = <j^+cf^+(j^y xhe stress bias is
defined as = I - 02 I, for plane stress (03 = 0), and represents an
orientational stress required for craze formation. Under plane stress, the stress
bias represents the difference between the maximum and intermediate principle
stresses when and G2 are both tensile but becomes the difference between
the maximum and minimum principle stresses when either or are
compressive. The physical interpretation of this parameter remains unclear as
does its definition under general triaxial stress states.
Oxborough and Bowden overcame these problems by considering a
similar form in terms of a critical strain criterion
e, = Y'(T)-H^ (1.26)
where is the critical strain for craze formation, Ij is again the first invariant
of the stress tensor and X' and Y' are time- and temperature-dependent material
parameters. The major principal strain in an isotropic body can always be
written in terms of the principle stresses, o^, as
=
^
(^1 - - VO3) (1.27)
where E is the Young's modulus and v Poisson's ratio. Assuming crazing
begins when the maximum tensile strain reaches a critical value, (2) can be
rewritten as
25
Oi- va2- vo3 = - + Y (1.28)
01+02+03
in terms of principal stresses, where X=EX' and Y=EY'. Under plane stress
conditions this equation is similar to the critical stress bias criterion (1.25) but
can be directly applied to general triaxial stress states and has a clearer physical
interpretation. This criterion has been shown successful in predicting the craze
nucleation in high-impact polystyrene, which is representative of a complex
01
tnaxial stress state.
A final criterion for craze formation has been proposed by Argon and
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Hannoosh. This criterion is based on a theoretical, micro-mechanical model
of craze formation due to plastic flow disturbances caused by molecular level
heterogeneities. For a generalized stress field with some degree of hydrostatic
tension the criterion is given by
So = (1.29)
C + 30o/2YQ
where Oq is the hydrostatic tension
Oo = 01+02+03 (1.30)
and Sq the deviatoric stress
So =^ V (Oi- 02 )2 +(03 -Oi)2+ (02-03)2 (1.31)
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Y is the tensile yield stress, Q = 0.0133 a factor giving the effective decrease in
cavitation resistance of a porous region when a large deviatoric stress near the
yield stress is present, and A and C are temperature dependent materials
constants. It also shows crazing to be sensitive to the local magnitude of
hydrostatic tension in any complex triaxial stress state. Although debate
continues concerning a universal crazing criterion, both (1.28) and (1.29) have
been shown to delineate crazing envelopes in generalized stress fields
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successfully. Most importantly, both criteria reveal crazing to be favored by
stress fields with high degrees of hydrostatic tension.
The other important mode of plastic deformation involving cavitation is
de-bonding at interfaces between incompatible phases. Debonding at interfaces
occurs due to low intermolecular forces between components that form
84immiscible phases. Under stress, the debonding that occurs results in a site
of large stress concentration and often leads to brittle failure.
1.5.1.2 Shear Deformation
Unlike crazing and de-bonding, plastic deformation via shear is non-
dilational. However, the cooperative molecular processes which occur during
shear flow are similar to those processes which enable the large
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extensions/plastic deformations which are observed during craze growth.
Shear yielding is of particular importance because it determines the limiting
strength of a material when brittle fracture processes such as crazing are
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inactive. Extensive reviews of this subject have been published by Bucknall
,
Bowden^^ and Brown^^.
From a macroscopic perspective, the onset of shear yielding in tension
is observed as a maximum in the stress-strain curve of a material undergoing
constant rate deformation. The yield point is most often defined as the point
where the stress-strain curve has zero slope, usually occurring at strains
between 5% and 10%. This type of plastic deformation can occur either
homogeneously throughout the test specimen or can occur inhomogeneously as
localized shear bands and necks. Necks often form in tensile specimens due to
a nonuniform cross section which results in locally higher stresses. This
serves to concentrate deformation in this area until strain hardening occurs.
Strain softening can also result in inhomogeneous shear deformation. Under
pure shear, where geometrical instabilities are absent, a given polymer often
shows a decreased resistance to deformation upon reaching some critical strain.
Thus, if deformation resistance changes with strain, the presence of any stress
concentration will also cause localized deformation. Strain softening also
contributes to localized deformation when geometrical instabilities are
present.
Shear yield criteria for polymers have been proposed in order to predict
mechanical response under multiaxial stress states.^^ Perhaps the simplest is
that proposed by Tresca for metals. It predicts that yield occurs when the
resolved shear stress, Xj, on any plane reaches a critical value and can be
written
2vy = 0^-02 (1.32)
When plotted in principal stress space the yield surface is a hexagonal prism
whose axis lies along the hydrostatic line, 01 = 02=^3.
An alternative to the Tresca criterion is that proposed by von Mises,
also originally for metals, which predicts that shear flow occurs when the
octahedral shear stress reaches a critical value
For a linear elastic material this criterion predicts that shear yielding will occur
when the elastic strain energy density reaches a critical value. When plotted in
principal stress space for plane stress,03 = 0, the yield envelope takes the
shape of a distorted ellipse.
The original forms of the Tresca and von Mises criteria are
independent of the hydrostatic component of the stress tensor. Therefore, both
have been modified to account for the observed effect of hydrostatic stress on
the yield behavior of polymers.^^'^^ The modified Tresca criterion is given by
where |ij is a material constant which defines the effect of pressure. In a
similar manner the modified von Mises criterion is written as
oct.crit-
^
1
- ^2 )2 + (03 - CTi )2 + (02 - 03 )2 (1.33)
(1.34)
(1.35)
While the yield envelopes predicted by the above criteria differ only slightly,
experimental results fall closer to the von Mises criterion under most
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conditions.
The above discussion has outlined the two modes of plastic
deformation observed for polymeric materials. Given that criteria exist for
each of them, can the response of a material to a particular state of stress be
predicted? Sternstein and co-workers have studied the deformation of
polymethyl methacrylate under various biaxial stress states7^'^^ The
deformation could be divided into four distinct regions depending upon the
stress state: 1) no crazing and no shear yielding 2) crazing alone 3) shear
yielding alone and 4) crazing and shear yielding. Figure 1.2 shows a
schematic failure envelope which includes the behavior predicted by the stress
bias criterion for crazing, (1.25), and the modified von Mises criterion for
shear yielding, (1.35).
Under biaxial tension (first quadrant, and O2 > 0), the only mode of
plastic deformation observed was crazing as predicted. More complex
behavior was observed in the second quadrant ( > 0, a2 < 0 ). Crazing
only was observed in region a, while region c revealed only shear yielding.
Stress states located in region b resulted in a mixed mode of deformation,
crazing and shear yielding, while in region d no crazing or shear yielding was
observed. A clear ductile/brittle transition is observed as a function of stress
state.
The results of this study clearly support the idea that the deformation
mode in response to an applied stress is determined by a material's relative
tendency for shear flow versus cavitation as well as the precise nature of the
multiaxial stress field. The difference between materials can be considered by
shifting the relative placement of the crazing and shear yielding envelopes.
For example, in "ductile" materials such as bisphenol-A-polycarbonate, the
crazing envelope lies above that for shear yielding in the first quadrant. This
Figure 1.2 Schematic failure envelope for "brittle" polymer, [after
Sternstein et.al. ref. 91]
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conlrasls the behavior observed for polymclhyl melhacrylale. Changes in the
hydrostatic component of the stress tensor have similarly been shown to shift
the relative position of failure envelopes, due to differences in the pressure
dependencies of the critical conditions for crazing and shear flow.^^'*^"'
'^^''^^
Thus, ductile-brittle transitions can be observed merely by altering applied
multiaxial stress fields.
The division between deformation via cra/ing versus shear flow is
often not as distinct as implied by the above discussion. Materials which lie
between the extremes of "brittle" behavior |i.e. polystyrene, polymethyl
methacrylatej and "ductile" behavior [i.e. bisphenol-A-polycarbonate) often
show mixed modes of deformation. For example, polymers such as styrene-
acrylonitrile copolymers form cra/es that are often blunted by shear
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deformation. This blunting of the craze tip results in a relaxation of local
stresses which impedes further advance of the craze.
1 .5.2 Multiphase Materials
Although the same modes of plastic deformation are observed in multi-
phase polymer blends, the details of these deformations are complicated by the
presence of dispersed phases which possess different elastic and anelastic
properties.
1.5.2.1 Model Systems
When a stress is applied to a heterogeneous material, the local internal
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Stress fields can be very different from the global far Held applied stresses.
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An early approach to this problem considered the case of an isolated spherical
particle embedded in an isotropic solid body.^^ This model developed by
Goodier assumes perfect adhesion at the interface between phases and treats
only the linear elastic behavior, to yield the classical closed form solution. A
global uniaxial tensile stress results in a local triaxial stress state around the
inclusion due to differences in the elastic constants between the two phases.
The magnitude of the stress concentration factor [SCF], expressed as the ratio
of major local principle stress to applied stress, as well as the location of its
maximum are determined by disparity in elastic constants [modulus and
Poisson's ratio] between the two phases. The larger the difference the higher
the SCF. When the inclusion is significantly more compliant than the matrix,
the maximum principle stress, major principle strain, maximum dilation,
maximum distortion strain energy density and major principle shear stress are
all located 90° to the applied stress at the interface between the matrix and
inclusion. These maxima shift, although to varying degrees, toward the polar
regions of the inclusion [ 0° to the applied stress ] when the inclusion is less
go \(Y)
compliant than the matrix. '
The simplest model of a multiphase polymer blend is that of a
homogeneous material containing a hole. Deformation studies of polymers
containing voids or holes confirm many of the predictions of the closed form
solution as well as confirming elements of the crazing and shear yielding
criteria. Plastic deformation of polymethyl methacrylate strips containing a
carefully drilled hole has been studied.'^' Crazes formed 90° to the applied
uniaxial tensile stress at the hole / polymer interface, the site of maximum
hydrostatic tension. Similarly, the plastic deformation of more "ductile"
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bisphenol-A-polycarbonate with a circular hole has been studied. Shear
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bands initiated at the equator, as predicted. However, the shear bands shifted
from the equatorial region to the 45° region as deformation continued. 2-D
finite element analysis which treated the anelastic, yield and post-yield
characteristics of the system confirmed that the position of maximum iOC t
shifts in a similar manner, due to the strain softening and strain hardening
characteristics of the material.
The next level of sophistication in modeling conventional multiphase
polymer blends is achieved by considering glassy polymers containing low
volume fractions of well defined spherical inclusions. Crazing in polystyrene
containing a well defined "rubber ball" as well as a steel ball has been studied
by Wang et.al. '^^^ Dekkers has investigated the deformation behavior of
polycarbonate / glass bead composites'^-^''^^ as well as polystyrene / glass
bead composites. '^^''"'^^^ These studies compared experimental results with
predictions based on classical closed form solution '^^^ or finite element
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analysis. The results demonstrated the stress concentrating effect of a
dispersed phase with differing elastic and anelastic behavior. The location of
plastic deformation with respect to the applied stress was found to depend on
the compliance of the inclusion relative to the matrix, confirming the
predictions of the closed form solution. Inlerfacial adhesion was also found to
have an important affect on the location as well as the relative contributions of
101 107
shear and cavitational plastic dcfomiation.
'
' Further, crazing occurred at
locations where hydrostatic stresses were highest based on elastic models
while shear yielding occurred where Xo^.^ was maximum.
1-5.2.2 Conventional Polymer Rlend';
The commercial success of brittle or notch-sensitive glassy polymers
toughened by the incorporation of dispersed rubber particles has created a great
deal of interest in this field.^'"^'^^^ The toughness of these materials is due to
the presence of the dispersed rubber phase which concentrates applied stresses
leading to the nucleation of many crazes in "brittle" matrices. The plastic
deformation associated with crazing results in large quantities of energy
absorbed to failure in otherwise "brittle" materials. The rubber toughening of
"ductile" matrices such as bisphenol-A-polycarbonate reduces the notch
sensitivity of these materials. Cavitation of rubber particles relieves the high
degree of triaxial tension at the notch root leading to massive shear yielding of
thematrix.^^'^'^
The deformation mechanisms operative in rubber toughened materials
have been elucidated by Bucknall and co-workers who measured volume
changes due to deformation in a variety of rubber modified materials. ^^^'^^"^
Cavitational deformation mechanisms were the only mode of plastic
deformation observed when the matrix was extremely brittle [i.e. polystyrene].
More ductile matrices such as miscible blends of polystyrene and poly(2,6-
dimethyl-l,4-phenylene oxide) [PPE] showed mixed modes of deformation.
The contribution of shear deformation increased as matrix ductility increased
[higher PPE contents in the matrix].
In addition to matrix ductility and rubber volume fraction, the rubber
particle size and polydispersity have dramatic effects on the toughness of
rubber modified polymers.^ ^^^^^ Wu found that at constant volume fraction
of rubber, the toughness of nylon-66 / rubber blends was improved by
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decreasing the rubber particle diameter. ^ ^ ^
.^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^^^^^
thickness, defined as the surface to surface interparticle distance, is the single
parameter determining the toughness of polymer rubber blends. At constant
rubber volume fractions, decreasing rubber particle diameter decreases the
interparticle distance yielding tougher blends. "^'^^^ These investigations also
revealed a critical ligament thickness, independent of rubber volume fraction,
which effects a ductile-brittle transition in notched Izod impact tests. The
origin of this phenomenon is assumed to be the result of a plane strain to plane
stress transition as a function of interparticle distance which relieves a triaxial
stress state inducing massive shear yielding.^ The effect of rubber particle
size has been confirmed in a series of papers by Borggreve who also
recognized the importance of debonding of rubber particles in relieving
hydrostatic tension.
^^^'^^-^
In addition to rubber toughened polymers, the deformation of
multiphase thermoplastic blends has attracted significant interest. The
toughening / deformation mechanisms of blends of poly(butylene terepthalate)
[PBT] / bisphenol-A-polycarbonate [PC] blends containing a rubber modifier
have been studied. ^^'^^^ A strong correlation was found between the failure
mode in notched Izod impact and deformation mechanisms in tensile
dilatometry. Brittle failure in impact was found to be related to an increased
contribution of cavitational mechanisms. In contrast, ductile failure in impact
was coupled to shear deformation in dilatometry. An increased contribution of
shear deformation was observed upon the addition of the more ductile PC to
PBT at levels as low as 15 wt%. It was postulated that the partially miscible
PC resided in the amorphous interlamellar regions of the PBT and enabled the
PBT spherulites to undergo interlamellar slip. A similar study of PBT / PPE /
PC blends containing an impact modifier [IM] demonstrated the influence
morphology and interfacial adhesion can have on blend properties. PBT /
PPE / IM (46 / 30 / 14 wt%) blends were brittle in impact, deforming primarily
via cavitational mechanisms. However, the addition of 10 wt% PC to create a
PBT / PC / PPE / IM blend (46 / 10 / 30 / 14 wt%) resulted in a ductile,
tougher material. Morphological characterization reveled that the PC formed
thin envelopes around PPE / IM particles in a PBT matrix. Apparently, these
PC envelopes, which adhere strongly to the PBT phase, formed a bridge
between the PPE and PBT phases which reduced the tendency for cavitation
due to poor interfacial adhesion between PBT and PPE.
The effect of morphology and interfacial adhesion is further
demonstrated by studies of nylon 6,6 / PPE / IM blends. ^^^'^^^ Various levels
of nylon / PPE copolymer were formed in-situ during melt mixing, which
controlled the diameter of dispersed PPE / IM particles. The particle size was
reduced from 7 p.m, without any copolymer, to = 2 |im at copolymer levels
as low as 5%. Tensile dilatometry revealed that the balance of deformation
mechanisms was quite sensitive to changes in copolymer level / morphology.
The coarse morphologies obtained at low copolymer levels yielded brittle
materials. However, ductile materials which deformed primarily via shear
deformation were obtained at high copolymer levels / fine morphologies.
Several factors were found to determine the level of ductility / toughness in
these systems. Shear flow in the nylon matrix was enhanced due to the stress
concentrations created by the softer dispersed PPE / IM particle. Cavitation of
the IM particles in the dispersed PPE phase reduced triaxial tensile stresses and
the strong interface created by the copolymer isolated crazing to the PPE
particles, preventing catastrophic craze breakdown. Block copolymers as well
as other interfacial agents are widely used to control phase dispersion and
improve blend properties [e.g. refs. 84, 129-132]. Crack propagation studies on
similar blends confirmed that the toughness of these systems is controlled by a
complex interplay of cavitation and shear yielding. ^^^'^^^ 2-D finite element
analyses of systems of this type support the idea of enhanced toughening due
to dispersed thermoplastic phases with or without impact modification.
Multiphase polymer blends in which one component is "brittle" and the
other "ductile" are of particular relevance to the current research, Kurauchi
and Ohta have proposed that the energy absorbed to failure for a ductile
polymer can be increased by dispersing a brittle polymer in a ductile matrix.
The concept is based on the fact that the brittle dispersed particle will absorb a
significant amount of energy if it can be induced to deform plastically along
with the ductile matrix without catastrophic failure. This mechanism is
plausible since the stress field around the particle is very different from that
which is encountered when the material is tested as a homogeneous material.
When a stiff material is dispersed in a more compliant matrix with a higher
Poisson's rano the tendency for cavitation is reduced due to a resolved
hydrostatic compression. Thus a ductile-brittle transition may be observed
due to resolved stress fields as discussed above.
This concept was demonstrated for dispersions of brittle styrene-
1 36
acrylonitrile copolymers [SAN] in ductile PC matrices. Transmission
electron microscopy confirmed that the dispersed SAN phase deformed via
shear yielding during tensile elongation. Homogeneous SAN does not shear
yield but instead undergoes brittle fracture at low strains. Surely, not all
combinations of brittle and ductile materials will yield materials with improved
mechanical properties. Koo et.al. extended this concept to other
combinations.'^^ In addition to PC/SAN, PC/PMMA and PBT/SAN yielded
combinations with improved properties while PC/polystyrene [PSJ,
PBT/PMMA, nylon-6/SAN, and nylon-6/PS all had inferior tensile and impact
strengths. The importance of the size of the dispersed phase as well as the
strength of the interface was demonstrated by Angola et.al.^^^ The addition of
a compatibilizer, poly(styrene-co
-maleic anhydride), to the nylon- 6/SAN
system reduced the size of the dispersed SAN phase and improved the
interfacial strength yielding a material with superior tensile and impact
strengths. Although, detailed analysis of the deformation mechanisms was not
performed, the size of the dispersed phase, interfacial strength as well as the
details of the components' crazing and shear yielding envelopes under triaxial
stress fields are clearly determining factors of a blend's mechanical
performance.
Before concluding this background section, two more examples of the
effect morphology has on the mechanical performance of ductile/brittle blends
will be presented. Firstly, the influence of morphology on conventional blends
of PC and SAN has been demonstrated by two recent studies. Quintcns et.al.
demonstrated that annealing injection molded PC/SAN blends above the T„ of
both components results in a dramatic coarsening of the phase dispersion.
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The coarsening of the morphology was accompanied by a loss in ductility.
Kim and Lee have shown that the addition of a compatibilizer, poly(e-
caprolactone), to PC/SAN blends reduces the size of the dispersed SAN phase
yielding improved tensile and notched Izod impact strengths. '"^"^ Again,
neither study provided detailed information on the changes in deformation
mechanisms.
Finally, coextruded microlayer sheet consisting of alternating layers of
PC and SAN has been studied.^^^'^^^ Most relevant is the effect of layer
thickness on the deformation behavior of these sheets. At constant
composition and overall sheet thickness, 1.2mm, the number of layers was
varied from 49 to 776. Thus layer thicknesses varied from 2.4 x 10'^ mm to
1.6 X 10 mm. When the layers were thick, the components displayed
behavior characteristic of the homogeneous bulk polymers. The SAN crazed
or cracked while the PC deformed primarily via shear yielding. However, as
the layers became thinner, crazing in the SAN was suppressed and the SAN
also deformed via shear yielding. The change in deformation behavior of the
SAN was attributed to changes in stress state due to the impingement of PC
shear bands. ''^'^ A clearer understanding of the relationship between
morphology and mechanical behavior / deformation mechanisms is essential to
the full exploitation of multiphase blend technology. A goal of the current
research is to further elucidate this relationship.
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T()I>()i.()gic:ali:i.m<:cts()n blend miscibility
2.1 liilKKliiLlion
The ability of polymer chemists to synlhcsi/.c l()p()h)gically unique
polymer molecules has stimulated great interest in the properties of block,
star and ring shaped polymers. The viscoelaslic, hydrodynamic and diffusion
chajuclehslics of cyclic polymers have been ol particular interest, providing
novel systems with which to validate established theories such as
reptation.'-^' The objective of the present work is to investigate the influence
of topology on the thermodynamics of mixing. While the equilibrium
thermodynamic properties of blends of linear polymers continue to be the
subject of great commercial and academic interest,^" ''^ the effect of
topological variations in blend components has only recently been
considered. "''^
The thermodynamic stability of blends of 22-arm star polystyrene
with linear poly(vinyl methyl ether) |PVMlil has been compared to that of
linear/linear blends of equivalent molecular weight.'^ LCST behavior was
observed for both the star/linear and linear/linear blend. Although, the
temperature minima of cloud-point curves were found to be the same for both
cases, a small compositional shift toward the star-rich portion was observed.
This shift was attributed to star-core exclusion resulting from the high
functionality of the branch point. A region of very high segment density
exists at the core of the 22-arm star which in effect shields the core from
interactions with other molecules causing the shift in composition.
Santore et. al. have compared the phase separali(3n behavior of blends
of cyclic polystyrene with linear PVME to that of linear/linear blends of
equivalent molecular weight. Cyclic/linear blends exhibited LCST
behavior as in linear/linear blends. However, in contrast to star/lineiir blends,
cloud point curves for cyclic/linear systems were shifted only in temperature
and not in composition. The cloud points for cyclic/linear blends were 7-8°C
higher than those for linear/linear systems over the composition range from
10 to 65 wt% polystyrene. Thus, cyclic polystyrene/linear PVME blends
display a wider temperature range of thermodynamic stability than equivalent
linear/linear systems. Although this enhanced stability has not been predicted
by any theory Gates and Deut.sch have conjectured that blends of chemically
identical cyclics and lincars should display a negative Flory-lluggins X
parameter and that an extension of that logic suggests that chemically
dissimilar ring/linear combinations might be miscible in cases where
linear/linear combinations are immiscible.'-^ It was also noted that the
observed enhanced stability of cyclic/linear blends could be rationalized in
terms of changes in the free energy of one pure component of a blend due to
cyclization."
The effect of topological variations in blend components will be
addressed in the present work by comparing the miscibility of bisphcnol A
carbonate cyclic oligomers [BPACYI as well as that of equivalent linear
oligomers with a variety of linear polymers. The synthesis of BPACY as
well as their ring ojictiing polymerization to form high molecular weight
polycarbonate has recently been reported by Brunelle et. al.'^''^ The
majority of the work reported here involves the miscibility of cyclic and
linear bisphcnol A carbonate oligomers with a series of narrow molecular
weight distribution polystyrenes. The determination of the critical
polystyrene molecular weight for complete miscibility allowed the Flory-
Huggins X parameter for linear carbonate oligomer/polystyrene blends as
well as cyclic carbonate oligomer/polystyrene blends to be determined.
2.2 Experimental
Unless otherwise noted reagent grade solvents and chemicals were
used without further purification. The synthesis of BPACY has been
described elsewhere and is oudined in Figure 2.1.^4-'6 jhe BPACY used in
this study were provided by General Electric Corporate Research and
Development. The as received BPACY were fractionated by soxhlet
extraction with refluxing heptane over a period of nine days. This yielded a
low molecular weight fraction [BPACY-LF], soluble in refluxing heptane, as
well as high molecular weight fraction [BPACY-HF] insoluble in heptane.
The molecular weights of the three BPACY fractions were
determined by HPLC analysis using a Perkin-Elmer HPLC system comprised
of a Model 410 pump, ISS-100 auto-injector and LC-235 diode array
detector. These components were interfaced with a Nelson Analytical Model
2600 chromatography data station used for data reduction. A C-8 reverse-
phase column was used with a THF/water gradient. The gradient used was:
Solvent A, 30% THF/water; solvent B, THE. Step 1, 40-75% B over 15 min.
at exponent
-2; step 2, 75-100%B over 3 min. at exponent -1; step 3, 100% B
for 4 min.; step 4, 100-40% B over 2 min. (recycle). Figure 2.2 displays the
chromatograms for the three BPACY fractions at 254 nm. Complete absolute
molecular weight distributions and averages were calculated from relative
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Figure 2.1 Preparation of cyclic and linear bisphenol a carbonate
oligomers.
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Figure 2.2 HPLC chromatograms of BPACY. a) BPACY
b)BPACY-LF c)BPACY-HF.
peak aicas diicclly since relative response l-ieiors are indrprndeni of
olil'oMier nu.leenlar weit;l.l." The results ul ll.ese ealrnlMii..ns arr presented
in 'lahle 2.1. As isolated, il.r Hi'ACY have a T^. M7"(' as well as a
Signifieant degree of cryslallinity |T,^ = 200-2 1()"('| and contain less llian
0.05% linear conlaminants. (\)ni|)letely amorphous HPACY can be obtained
by solution caslinj' Irom hot o-dichlorol)cn/ciir at
~160"C. Densities of
completely amorphous samples were delernuncd by flotation in aqueous
magnesium sullalc solutions [see Table 2.1 1.
Linear bis|)henoI a carbonate cyelies were prepared by solution
c(|uilibrali()n of HPACY with a bisphenol a IHI'AJ/bisphenol a disodium salt
|HI*A-Na2l "li'^liTC fdisodium salt obtained from D. Mruneliel. In a typical
preparation. MI'ACY 1 100 g. 0.393 moll were dissolved in 7.'>0 ml methylene
chloride in a IL round l)oiiom llask to which was added HPA |22.2 g, 0.0973
molj and lil'A Na^ |0.2()8 g, 0.983 mmol). 'I'he flask was then litted with a
condenser and relluxed lor 2 houis. Ilydroxyl capped linear oligomers were
isolated by j)recipitalion in methanol (see Tigure 2.1 J.
These crude linear oligomers are chemically quite different from the
lU'ACY due t(^ the presence of the hydroxyl end group. Therefore, the
hydn^xyl end groups were converted to aryl carbonates via reaction with an
appropriate aryl chloroformate. Two different chloroformalcs were used,
phenyl chloroformate as well as (4-isopropyl)phenyl chloroformate. This
yielded di phenyl carbonate end capped linear oligomers |I'CLN| as well as
di-(4-isopropyl)i)lienyl carbonate capped linear oligomers [II'LNJ. l.wd
cap|)ing was accomplished by dissolving the hydioxyl cajiped linear
oligomers (10 g, 39mmol) and pyridine (3.6 g, 40 mmol) in 100 ml
methylene chloride. This solulion was cooled lo 0"C. A solution of the
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appropriate aryl chloroformate (40 mmol in 100 ml methylene chloride) was
then added slowly over 30 min, while stirring magnetically. After an
additional 30 min. 15 ml water were added and stirring continued for another
15 min. The solution of capped linear oligomers was washed twice with 3 N
HCl, twice with 2 M NaOH and finally with water. After being dried over
MgS04 and filtered, the solution was evaporated to yield aryl carbonate
capped linear oligomers [see Figure 2.1]. The efficiency of the end capping
procedure is evidenced by the NMR spectra of the uncapped linear
oligomers [Figure 2.3], PCLN [Figure 2.4], and IPLN [Figure 2.5]. NMR
spectra were obtained in CD2CI2 on a GE QE-300 spectrometer. The
resonance at 6.7 ppm due to aromatic protons ortho to a hydroxyl end group
is observed only in the uncapped linear spectrum and is completely absent in
the spectra of capped linears. HPLC analysis confirmed the absence of
hydroxyl end-groups.
The linear oligomers were fractionated in order to obtain fractions
with slightly lower average molecular weights. Fractionation was
accomplished by dissolving the capped oligomers in toluene (10 g
oligomers/100 ml toluene) and adding heptane (26 ml). The highest
molecular weight oligomers are least soluble in the toluene/heptane mixture
and therefore were preferentially precipitated. The low molecular weight
fractions were isolated by filtration and evaporation of the supernatant. This
yielded the respective low molecular linear fractions PCLN-LF and IPLN-
LF. Absolute molecular weights were determined via HPLC analysis
employing the same procedure used for BPACY as well as from NMR
data. The HPLC chromatograms at 254 nm are displayed in Figure 2.6 for
the four linear oligomer fractions PCLN, PCLN-LF, IPLN, and IPLN-LF.
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Figure 2.6 HPLC chromatograms of linear oligomers, a) PCLN
b)PCLN-LF c)IPLN cI)IPLN-LF.
Molecular weights, Tg's, and amorphous glass densities, determined as above
for BPACY, are given in Table 2.1.
The Tg's of the cyclic oligomers are siginificantly higher than those of
linear oligomers of similar molecular weight. This phenomenon has been
observed in several other ring systems and has been explained in terms of the
lower configurational entropy of glasses of ring polymers relative to that of
linears.^^ Although Tg usually increases with decreasing molecular weight
for ring systems, the slight reduction in Tg for BPACY-LF can be explained
in terms of a large increase in intramolecular stiffness for the smaller rings.
Blends of cyclic and linear bisphenol A carbonate oligomers with
various chemically dissimilar linears were prepared via solution casting.
Blend components were dissolved in hot o-dichlorobenzene 10.01 wi%
Ultranox 626, GE Spec. Chem., added as anti-oxidantl and cast onto a glass
petri dish which had been treated with chlorotrimethylsilane
. Films were
cast at 165°C in order to prevent crystallization of the carbonate oligomers.
Films were dried under vacuum Islight N2 purge] at temperatures between
130°C and 160°C, depending upon T 's of components, for at least three
days. Thermal gravimetric analysis (Perkin-Elmer TGA-7] confirmed
complete removal of casting solvent. Blend T *s were determined using a
Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 at a heating rate of 20°C/min. All samples were held at
2()0°C for 5 min in the DSC and quenched prior to analysis. Miscibility was
judged based on the appearance of a single T . In cases where the proximity
of pure component T 's made miscibility determination somewhat
ambiguous, blends were physically aged via sub-Tg annealing prior to
analysis. This technique has been shown to improve the sensitivity of
miscibility determinations via thermal analysis. ^^"^^ Blends containing
BPACY were analyzed by GPC to ensure that no polymerization occurred
during thermal treatment.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Miscibilitv of BPACY with Various Linear Polymers
The investigation of the miscibility of BPACY with various linear
polymers began by determination of the phase behavior of 50/50 wt% blends
of the cyclic oligomers with polymers spanning a range of cohesive energy
densities [CED's]. The results of this survey are presented in Table 2.2. A
surprising number of these blends are single phase, as judged by a single T
BPACY are miscible with relatively non-polar polymers such as BPA
polyformal [CED = 318 J/cm^] as well as more polar polymers including
polyphenylsulfone [CED = 537J/cm3]. The BPACY were found to be
immiscible only with polystyrenes of molecular weight greater than 20,400.
2.3.1.1 Miscibility of BPACY with Polystyrene
The observation of a miscibility gap in terms of polystyrene
molecular weight enables the determination of the Flory-Huggins X
parameter which will be discussed later. Therefore, in order to more
completely describe the miscibility of BPACY with polystyrene, blends of
BPACY and polystyrenes of molecular weights between 1.5K and 670K, of
varying composition, were prepared and analyzed by DSC. The Tg-
composition behaviors are shown in Figures 2.7 through 2.16. Also, shown
Table 2.2 Polymers used in blending studies and results for
BPACY/Polymer blends.
Polvmer OUUI L'C
CED^
(J/cm3)
Tg
(. ^)
50/50 wt%
BPACY/Polymcr
Tr (°C)
BPA polyformal'^^
[T11CHC13 = 0.5 dl/g
GE CRD 318 90 108
Poly(2.6-dimethyl
phcnylcne oxide)
(T11CHCI3 = 0.49 dl/g
GE CRD 339 214 180
Polvstvrene
PS(1.5K)
PS (4K)
PS(IOK)
PS (20.4K)
PS (31.5K)
PS (5 IK)
PS (lOOK)
PS (\f^OK^
PS (670K)
Pressure Chemical
«(
iC <t
ii u
<i (t
<( 4C
CC C<
CC «i
CI CC
cc ic
CC u
339
45
66
78
95
101
98
105
105
lUO
108
84
97
103
115
119
118
119,149
119,145
1 1 ft \A1
121,149
PolvmQthvlmolharrvlatp
(Mw = 93K]
^rif^nfinr" Pnlvmpr
Products
^^77 1 \J\J 197
Polyvinyl acetate Aldrich Chem.
[Cat. No. 18948-0]
311 31 91
Polyvinyl chloride Polysciences
[Cat. No. 2776]
311 80 113
Stvrene-acrvlonitrile
Copolvmers
B. Schmidt, BASF,
Germany
16% AN (M^= llOK)
30% AN (M^ = 56K)
35% AN(M^= 130K)
tt ((
tt <i
(t Ci
375
406
418
107
106
109
124
124
124
Polyeihcr sulfonc
Viclrcx Grade 200P
ICI 490 230 178
Polyphcnyl sulfone
Radel resin
Union Carbide 527 213 177
^Kambour, R.P.; Polymer Comm. 1983, 24, 292.
^Narrow molecular weight distribution polystyrene standard (M^/M^^ < 1.06). Molecular
weight given in parentheses (100,000 = lOOK)
^ Cast from dimethylacelamidc [165'^C]
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Figure 2.7 T., vs. composition BPACY/PS(1.5K) blends,
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Figure 2.8 T vs. composition BPACY/PS(2.5K) blends.
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Figure 2.9 T vs. composirion BPACY/PS(4K) blends.
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Figure 2.10 T vs. composition BPACY/PS(10K) blends.
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Figure 2.1 1 Tg vs. composition BPACY/PS(20.4K) blends.
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Figure 2.12 T vs. composition BPACY/PS(31.5K) blends.
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Figure 2.15 Tg vs. composition BPACY/PS(160K) blends.
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Figure 2.16 Tg vs. composition BPACY/PS(670K) blends,
are the predictions based on the Gordon-Taylor24 equation as well as the
Couchman equation.25 Both equations are of the form
8 Wj + (2.1)
The Tg of a miscible blend is given as function of the weight fractions, Wj,
and the Tg's. T^., of the two components. The Couchman equation defines
k=ACp2/ACp,. In this work, k in the Gordon Taylor equation is considered an
empirical parameter. The miscible systems show a larger negative deviation
in Tg versus composition than that predicted by the Couchman equation. The
data can be fit quite well, however, if k is varied to obtain a least squares best
fit.
BPACY are miscible at all compositions with polystyrenes of
molecular weight less than 20.4K. Phase separation occurs at BPACY
compositions greater than 40 wt% for blends with PS(31.5K). Similar
behavior is observed for blends of BPACY with PS(51K) and PS(IOOK).
Blends of BPACY with PS(160K) as well as PS(670K) phase separate at
compositions greater than 20 wt% BPACY. These results are summarized in
Figure 2.17. The Tg-composition behavior of phase separated systems
reveals that when phase separation occurs one phase is essentially pure
BPACY while the composition of the PS rich phase is dependent on the
overall blend composition. In all cases the polystyrene rich phase contains
more BPACY at higher contents of BPACY in the blend. For example, the
Tg of the PS rich phase in a 50/50 blend of BPACY/PS(31.5K) is lower than
that of the PS rich phase of a 80/20 blend. The significance of this will be
discussed later.
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Figure 2.17 Miscibility of BPACY with polystyrenes of various
molecular weights. Open squares: Miscible blends, single Tg. Closed
squares: Immiscible blends, two Tg's.
Similar results were obtained for blends of BPACY-HF with the
various molecular weight polystyrenes. As expected the critical polystyrene
molecular weight for miscibility is lower for this higher molecular weight
fraction of cyclic oligomers. BPACY-HF are miscible at all compositions
with PS(4K) but form immiscible blends with PS(IOK) at compositions
between 20 and 80 vol% BPACY-HF Isee Figure 2.181. The low molecular
weight fraction of cyclic oligomers, BPACY-LF, were found to be miscible
with PS(20.4K) at all compositions and immiscible with PS(51K) for
BPACY-LF compositions greater than 50 wt% [see Figure 2.191.
2.3.2 Miscibility of Linear Olieomers with Polvstvrenf.
The miscibilities of bisphenol A carbonate linear oligomers, PCLN,
PCLN-LF, IPLN and IPLN-LF with various molecular weight polystyrenes
were also characterized in order to complete the investigation of the
topological effects on miscibility. The PCLN were found to be immiscible
with the lowest molecular weight polystyrene we had available, PS(1.5K).
However, the lower molecular weight fraction, PCLN-LF, was miscible with
PS(1.5K) at all compositions but immiscible with PS(2..5K) at 50 wt%
PCLN-LI\ Similarly, the IPLN were determined to be immiscible with the
lowest available polystyrene. The lower molecular weight fraction, IPLN-
LF, was found miscible with PS(1.5K) across the composition range but
immiscible with PS(2.5K) at 50 wt% [see Figure 2.19]. The critical
polystyrene molecular weight data for miscibility for all oligomers
investigated is summarized in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2. 1 8 Miscibility of RPACY-IIF with polystyrenes of various
molecular weights. Open squares: Miscible blends, single T^. Closed
squares: iinnii.scible blends, two T 's.
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Figure 2. 19 Miscibilily of IPLN-LI^^ with polystyrenes of various
molecular weights. Open squares: Misciblc blends, single 'I g. Closed
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Table 2.3 Critical polystyrene molecular weights for miscibility.
Miscible Immiscible
CRDCY PS 20.4K PS 31.5K
CRDCY-LF PS 20.4K PS 51K
CKUL Y-Hr' PS 4K PS lOK
PCLN PS 1.475K
PCLN-LF PS 1.475K PS 2.5K
IPLN PS 1.475K
IPLN-LF PS 1.475K PS 2.5K
2.3.3 Determination of Flnry-Huggins X Parameter
Qualitatively, the cyclic carbonate oligomers are significantly more
miscible with polystyrene than are the equivalent linear oligomers. The
critical polystyrene molecular weight for the highest molecular weight cyclic
fraction, BPACY-HF (M^ = 1987), is between 4K and lOK while that for
both the lower molecular weight linear fractions PCLN-LF (M^ = 1367) and
IPLN-LF (M^ = 1803) is between 1.5K and 2.5K. Application of Flory-
Huggins solution theory will enable a more quantitative evaluation of the
topological effects on the thermodynamics of mixing.
Flory-Huggins solution theory gives the following expression for the
free energy of mixing for a quasi-binary system in which one or both
components are polydisperse26-30
AGm
RT + 01 <1>2 (2.2)
where R is the gas constant, ({)• and N- are the volume fraction and degree of
polymerization of species i respectively. The Nj's are given in terms of a
reference segment volume, W^^^, which is usually taken as the smaller of the
two repeat unit volumes. The combinatorial entropy of mixing is given by
the term in brackets. In the original derivation, the second term on the right
hand side represented the enthalpy of mixing. It has since been generalized
to include non-combinatorial entropic effects.^^ defined as
(2.3)
Thus Awi2 represents the local free energy change per unit volume for the
process of exchanging unlike contacts for like contacts
2 [12] <=>[!!] + [22] (2.4)
Awi2 = Wii + W22-2wi2 (2.5)
The average segmental potentials between like segments given by and
that between unlike segments by w-. Therefore, AW22 represents all local
enthalpic and entropic effects related to breaking like contacts and forming
unlike contacts, with X12 now becoming an empirical parameter representing
the excess free energy of mixing. When Awj2 > 0, unlike contacts are
favored, Xj2 < 0 mixing is favored. Conversely, when Awj2 < 0, like
contacts are favored, X 12 > 0 and de-mixing is favored. Xj2 has been found
to be dependent upon concentration and molecular weight also in
contradiction with its original interpretation. In this work the potential
dependence of composition and molecular weight will be neglected.
A simple physical explanation for this mixing "law" for polymer
mixtures has been given by Flory. Basically, the combinatorial entropy of
mixing is due to the greater volume over which the molecules of both
components are distributed in a mixture relative to the pure components.
Flory has also shown that within the framework of this model the
combinatorial entropy is independent of the average configuration of the
polymeric components. Thus, the treatment is equally applicable to mixtures
of linear polymers as well as ring or rod shaped molecules.^"^
Given an expression for the free energy of mixing, (2.2), complete
phase diagrams [i.e. binodals and spinodals for binary systems as well as
cloud point curves, shadow curves and spinodals for quasi-binary systems]
can be determined in terms of N^, Nj, ()),, and The critical condition for
any binary or pseudo-binary system is given by simultaneous solution of the
spinodal condition
and
= 0
'.T
3(1),
= 0
'.T
(2.6)
(2.7)
which yields26-30
1
crit 2
1 + 4i lNw2 14-
V
N +
V a^N
wl Nw2
(2.8)
with
M
Zl
Wl
(2.9)
Here N^j is the weight average degree of polymerization in terms of V^-^f, and
M^j and M^j are the respective z-average and weight average molecular
weights. Flory-Huggins solution theory results in X.. at the critical point
being a simple function of the components' molecular weight distributions.
The experimental observation of a miscibility gap in terms of
polystyrene molecular weight [Table 2.3] can now be used with equations
(2.8) and (2.9) to put bounds on Xjj for both linear polystyrene/cyclic
polycarbonate, Xpg^/p^.^, and linear polystyrene/linear polycarbonate,
^PSl/PCl' E)egrees of polymerization were defined in terms of the molar
volume of a polystyrene repeat unit, V^^f = 99.6 cc/mol, which is roughly 1/2
that of a bisphenol a carbonate repeat unit. The results of these calculations
are given in Table 2.4. We find that the X parameter for linear
polystyrene/cyclic polycarbonate blends, Xp^
,
is significantly lower
than that for linear polystyrene/linear polycarbonate, Xpg /p^, . A
rationalization for this behavior will be presented later.
The X parameters calculated above in conjunction with detailed
knowledge of the molecular weight distributions of blend components
enabled the calculation of complete phase diagrams given an expression for
the free energy of mixing, (2.2). Phase diagrams were calculated for both
truly binary mixtures [i.e. both components monodisperse] as well as the
pseudo-binary case [i.e. assume polystyrene monodisperse but account for the
dispersivity in carbonate oligomer molecular weight]. The precise
experimental molecular weight distributions obtained via HPLC for the
carbonate oligomers were used in pseudo-binary calculations. In all cases the
interaction parameter was assumed independent of composition and
molecuUu- weight.
PSl/PCl ^PS^/PCp '^^sed on critical molecular weights.
CRDCY 0.057 < Xps /PC < 0.062
CRDCY-LF 0.076 <Xps < 0.087
CRDCY-HF 0.074 < Xp3 /PC < 0.076
u.i:>< Ap3^/PC^
PCLN-LF 0.13 <%ps^/PC^< 0.16
IPLN 0.12<%p5^/PC^
IPLN-LF 0.11<Xps^/PC^<0.14
Binodals were calculated for the truly binary case by applying the
equilibrium condition
A (n,)^ = A and A (^)^ = A i^^)^ (2.10)
The chemical potential of a component must the same in both phases at
equilibrium. Where
A 3AG
P.T.nj
(2.11)
Application of these conditions to (2.2) leads to a system of equations that
can be solved numerically. In this work computational results were obtained
using software programs from Biosym Technologies of San Diego.^
In binary systems, the binodal represents three coincident curves:
1. The locus of cloud points.
2. The locus of incipient phases coexisting
with the principle phases.
3. The locus of two coexisting "macrophases"
which develop as the temperature [or X] moves
beyond the cloud point.
In quasi-binary systems, the binodal still exists but as a
multidimensional hypersurface in temperature [or Xl-composition space
instead of the more familiar two dimensional curve. Further, instead of the
three curves listed above being coincident with a two dimensional binodal,
each curve has a unique two dimensional projection in temperature-
composition space. These projections are not generally coincident.
Thus, there exist three separate curves representing:
1
.
The locus of cloud points [Cloud Point
Curve].
2. The locus of incipient phases coexisting
with corresponding principle phases [Shadow
Curve].
3. The locus of coexisting phases as temperature
[i.e. % ] is changed [Coexistence Curve].
The Biosym software also provided algorithms for the determination of these
curves as well as spinodals employing methods described by others
previously.^^'30'34
The calculated phase diagram for BPACY/PS(20.4K) blends is shown
in Figure 2.20. The effects of polydispersity are quite dramatic. The cloud
point curve for the pseudo-binary is skewed relative to the binodal calculated
assuming monodisperse components. In addition the critical point has shifted
down the right branch of the spinodal toward higher BPACY compositions.
Note also the shift in the shadow curve relative to the cloud point curve. The
spinodal for the pseudo-binary case is coincident with that for the
monodisperse case since the weight average degree of polymerization of
BPACY was used for monodisperse calculations. The corresponding phase
diagram for BPACY/PS(31.5K) is shown in Figure 2.21.
The compositions at the binodals [assuming both components are
monodisperse], spinodals and cloud point curves for a particular value of the
interaction parameter were obtained via calculations of this type for the range
of polystyrene molecular weights studied. The results for Xp^ /p^^ = 0.062
are summarized in Figure 2.22. The chosen value of Xdc /dp was based on
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Figure 2.20 Calculated phase diagram for BPACY/PS(20.4K). [Note
that X increases from top to bottom].
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Figure 2.21 Calculated phase diagram for BPACY/PS(31.5K). [Note
that X increases from top to bottom].
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Figure 2.22 Predicted Flory-Huggins phase boundaries for blends of
BPACY/PS. [%=0.062, see text] Experimental data also shown: Open
squares: Miscible blends, single Tg. Closed squares: Immiscible
blends, two T 's.
the results given in Table 2.4. Similar results for BPACY-HF/polystyrene
blends as well as IPLN-LF/polystyrene blends are shown in Figures 2.23 and
2.24. In all cases, the Flory-Huggins cloud point curves calculated using an
interaction parameter estimated from critical molecular weight data represent
the experimental phase boundaries very well. The calculated spinodals and
monodisperse binodals are far to narrow. With proper consideration of
polydispersity, the mean-field Flory-Huggins theory predicts the shape of
phase diagrams quite well for both cyclicAinear blends as well as linear/linear
blends. These results also demonstrate the errors involved in interpreting
partial miscibility in terms of spinodal criteria as is often done in the
literature due to the difficulty in calculating binodals and cloud point curves.
The calculation of the pseudo-binary phase diagram also yields an
explanation for the dependence of the composition of the polystyrene rich
phase on the overall blend composition. In truly binary systems [i.e.
monodisperse] with a composition independent X, a horizontal tie line can be
drawn connecting two points on the binodal. These two points represent
equilibrium phase compositions at a particular value of the interaction
parameter [or temperature]. Further, these two compositions are coupled;
when one represents the principal phase the other represents the incipient
phase and vice versa. A simple horizontal tie line cannot be drawn if either
of the components are polydisperse since, as discussed above, the binodal can
no longer be represented as a simple two dimensional curve. Instead, it is
essential to realize that coupled to the cloud point curve, representing the
locus of principal phases is the shadow curve representing the locus of
incipient phases. These curves are generally not coincident when the
components are polydisperse.
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Figure 2.23 Predicted Flory-Huggins phase boundaries for blends of
BPACY-HF/PS. [X=0.069, see text]. Experimental data also shown:
Open squares: Miscible blends, single Tg. Closed squares:
Immiscible blends, two Tg's.
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Figure 2.24 Predicted Flory-Huggins phase boundaries for blends of
IPLN-LF/PS. [%=0.11 see text]. Experimental data also shown:
Open squares: Miscible blends, single Tg. Closed squares:
Immiscible blends, two T 's.
For example, for blends of BPACY with PS(31.5K)
t^PSL/PCc=0-062]. when the volume fraction of BPACY in the principal
phase is 0.46 lA*. Figure 2.21] the shadow curve reveals that the incipient
phase is pure BPACY [A". Figure 2.21]. However when the volume fraction
of BPACY in the principal phase is 0.94 [B*. Figure 2.21] the incipient phase
is 73% BPACY[B". Figure 2.21]. We see that polydispersity breaks the
coupling of incipient phase compositions; this uncoupling explains the
dependence of equilibrium phase compositions on the overall blend
composition.
Two other studies have given values for Xp^ /j^ . Kim and Burns^^
have determined
^psjpc^=0ms at 250°C [polycarbonate segment used as
^ref 212 cc/mol] which corresponds to Xpg =0.018 if V
^
is a
polystyrene segment [99.6 cc/mol]. Equilibrium phase compositions were
estimated from Tg shifts using high molecular weight polymers with large
polydispersities IM^/M„ > 2.3]. This value is in poor agreement with that
found in this work and actually predicts complete miscibility for many of the
systems found only partially miscible. The assumptions made in their work
concerning phase compositions and polydispersity are quite different than the
treatment given here and may well be the source of the discrepancy.
Callaghan and Paul have also investigated this system. Their value for
^PSi /PCr ^'^^ ^" P^^^ agreement which may be due to their interpretation
of partial miscibility using spinodal criteria.
As noted in Figure 2.1 the chemical difference between a linear
oligomer and a cyclic due to the presence of end-groups is only the addition
of a di-aryl carbonate. We have attempted to keep the end-groups as
chemically similar to bisphenol a carbonate as possible and further, have
investigated two different end-groups. The chemical nature of the end-
groups relative to polystyrene and bisphenol a polycarbonate can be
understood in terms of their solubility parameters [see Table 2.5]. The
solubility parameter for diphenyl carbonate is higher than that for both
polystyrene and polycarbonate. Therefore, we would expect the presence of
this end-group to result in slightly decreased miscibility. Di-isopropylphenyl
carbonate has a solubility parameter which lies between that of polycarbonate
and polystyrene, in this case we would expect the presence of the end-group
to make the linear oligomer slightly more miscible with polystyrene than a
cyclic. In any case, ^Cp^^^p^^^ was not found to depend strongly on the
nature of the end-group [see Table 2.4] and more importantly the difference
between ^Cp^^/p^.^ and
'^psjpc^ is far to large to be due to the chemical
nature of the end-group.
The following section describes the effect of topological constraints
unique to ring polymers which results in Xp^
/p^^ <Xp^ /p^^ .
2.3.4 Phenomenological Model Rationalizing Xpo
^p^^
<
^ps /pc
Blends of cyclic polycarbonate oligomers with linear polystyrene
have been shown to be miscible over a wider range of polystyrene molecular
weights than corresponding linear oligomers. Although the Flory-Huggins
theory is quite successful in predicting the shape of phase diagrams for both
cyclic/linear and linear/linear blends, the interaction parameter was found to
depend strongly on topology. We believe that this topological dependence
results from repulsive interactions acting between rings which does not exist
Table 2.5 Solubility parameters of polymers and end-groups.
5 (cal/ccll^
o .
9.0
10.4
11.5
B
10.1
B
^ Van Krevelen, D.W.; Properties ofPolymers , Elsevier:
New York, 1976.
^ Estimated by group contribution methods given by Van
Krevelen, [ see above].
between open chains or between rings and linears. This is shown
schematically in Figure 2.25. If, as synthesized, two rings are not
concatenated they cannot exist in linked configurations in the condensed
state. The necessary conservation of a system's topological state (i.e.
presence or absence of linkages or concatenates) results in an additional
topological excluded volume interaction between ring polymers. ^^'^^ The
origin of this interaction is essentially entropic. This class of interaction does
not occur between linear polymers which interpenetrate quite extensively,
exhibiting essentially no excluded volume in the condensed state.^^
Experimental evidence for topological interactions between ring
molecules can be found in their dilute solution properties. The Flory theta
temperature, at which the second virial coefficient vanishes, has been
determined to be 6°C lower for ring polystyrene than for linear
polystyrene.3'39-40 xhus, cyclic polymers display positive second virial
coefficients at temperatures where those for linear polymers is zero. This is
attributed to additional excluded volume interactions which exist between
cyclic polymers due to the topological constraints discussed above.'^^'^^
Although there is general acceptance of the existence of unique
topological interactions between cyclic polymers and their effect on dilute
solution behavior, little attention has been paid to the effect of these
interactions in the condensed state. Gates and Deutsch have conjectured that
the topological constraints placed on melts of cyclic polymers may lead to: 1)
The partial collapse of ring polymers in the melt [i.e. rings may be non-
Gaussian; Rg ~ , V = 2/5] 2) The swelling of rings in a melt of a
chemically identical linear polymer, v = 3/5 and 3) The enhancement of the
thermodynamic stability of cyclic/linear blends of chemically dissimilar
Figure 2.25 Schematic illustration of repulsive interactions between
pairs of rings.
species relative to linear/linear blends.13 The first two of these conjectures
have been confirmed by results of computer simulations.46-47
In light of the above discussion, a simple phenomenological model
rationalizing the inequality %ps^/pc^ < ^psJpc^ has been developed.48 This
model incorporates the effect of topological interactions between rings into
an expression for the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter. We start with the
definition of X^^ and Aw^^ given in (2.3) through (2.5) and first consider
mixtures of linear polystyrene and linear polycarbonate. Experimental data
reveal that Xp^ /p^ > 0. Therefore, we can write
where
"^CiC^^ ^^e average potential between linear carbonate segments,
^S^Sl i^ average potential between linear styrene segments and w^ g is
the average potential between a linear carbonate segment and a linear styrene
segment.
Blends of linear polycarbonate with cyclic polycarbonate can be
described by
where "^q q the average potential between cyclic carbonate segments is
given by
3/2
C "^"^C C +bM + cM (2.14)
The interaction between cyclic carbonate segments is less favorable than that
between linear carbonate segments due to additional intramolecular excluded
volume [bM ] as well as intermolecular excluded volume [cM^^^] effects. The
coefficients b and c represent the relative strengths of these interactions and
M the molecular weight. The average potential between a linear carbonate
segment and a cyclic segment, w^^ q is given by
^C^Cc = ^ClCl + (2.15)
This expression assumes that a linear molecule can interpenetrate a cyclic
ideally and therefore its interaction with a cyclic segment is destabilized
relative to its own self-interaction only by the intramolecular excluded
volume term. Substitution of (2.14) and (2.15) into (2.13) yields
3/2
^^C^Cc = ^ClCl ^ClCl + bM + cM - 2v^^^^^ -2bM (2.16)
which simplifies to
3/2
Aw^ c = bM -bM>0 (2.17)
Therefore, pQ < 0. A negative interaction parameter is predicted for
blends of chemically identical rings and linears.
Blends of linear polystyrene and cyclic polycarbonate can similarly be
described by
The first two terms on the right hand side have been described above. The
average potential between a linear polystyrene segment and a cyclic
carbonate segment, W3 is written as
L C
"
'^SlCl + dM (2.19)
Again, we write the interaction between a linear segment and a cyclic
segment to be destabilized relative to the equivalent linear/linear interaction
due to an additional intramolecular excluded volume. Equation (2.18) can
now be written as
3/2
^^s^^Cc = ^ClCl + + cm + ws^3^ - 2ws^Cl ' ^^'^^^
Which can also be written as
3/2
^^Sr Cr = ^^St Ct - 2dM (2.21)
3/2
Since the M term is expected to dominate, the exchange energy for de-
mixing linear polystyrene with cyclic polycarbonate, Awc p , is less
favorable than the exchange energy, Aw^ q » for de-mixing linear
polystyrene with linear polycarbonate. Therefore, Xp^ jp^ < Xp^ jpQ .
This modification is a direct result of the intermolecular repulsions between
ring molecules due to their topological constraints. The result of enhanced
thermodynamic stability of linear/cyclic blends over linear/linear blends is
expected to be quite general.
It is interesting to note an additional example of the topological effect
on mean-field interaction parameters. Hashimoto et. al. have studied the
effect of arm number on the order-disorder transition of star-block
copolymers.49 Theoretical, disordered state, SAXS profiles based on a mean-
field random phase approximation fit experimental profiles quite well.
However, the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter was found to depend
strongly on the number of arms, n. X decreased with increasing n ; the largest
drop coming between n=l and 2. This study in addition to our own reveals
the sensitivity of the thermodynamics of mixing to the local structure of
polymer melts. The details of local structure have been the focus of several
recent theoretical developments. 50-52 Numerical results of Curro and
Schweizer's continuum model also predict a negative interaction parameter
for blends of chemically identical rings/linears. Unfortunately, the numerical
nature of continuum fluid models makes it difficult to understand the physics
of a particular system qualitatively.^^
2.4 Summary
The thermodynamics of mixing have been shown to be quite sensitive
to changes in the topology of blend components. Cyclic bisphenol a
carbonate cyclic oligomers are miscible with a wider range of polystyrene
molecular weights than are chemically equivalent linear oligomers. The
Flory-Huggins mean field theory predicts the shape of phase boundaries quite
well for linear polystyrene/linear polycarbonate blends as well as for linear
polystyrene/cyclic polycarbonate blends. However, the interaction parameter
was determined to be strongly dependent upon topology with Xp^ /PCp ^
^Sl/PCl- This result has been explained in terms of a topological interaction
unique to ring polymers which is expected to be quite general. Small angle
neutron scattering studies are planned to confirm the partial collapse of ring
polymers in the homogeneous melt as well as their swelling in blends with
linear polymers [chemically equivalent as well as chemically dissimilar].
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CHAPTER 3
IN-SITU POLYMERIZATION
OF
BISPHENOL A CARBONATE CYCLIC OLIGOMERS
3.1 Introduction
Polymer blends continue to be the subject of intense academic and
industrial research. ^'^ This interest is due, primarily, to the fact that the
development of new materials with broad ranging properties via blending is
far more economical than development based on entirely new polymers.
Additionally, the thermal, mechanical and chemical demands of many
applications are seldom fulfilled by a single homopolymer. Blend
technology, however, has yielded materials that meet even the most
demanding requirements.
From the most fundamental perspective, polymer blends can be
divided into two categories: 1) miscible, single phase systems such as
polystyrene / poly(2,6-dimethyl-l,4-phenylene oxide) and 2) immiscible
multiphase blends such as bisphenol a polycarbonate / styrene-acrylonitrile
copolymer. Much of the early work in this field focused on achieving
miscible systems. However, the recognition of synergistic multiphase
materials has broadened the scope of current research.^'^
This work describes the use of bisphenol a carbonate cyclic oligomers
[BPACY] as novel building blocks for polymer blends. The in-situ
polymerization of these reactive oligomers from an initially homogeneous
mixture with a polymer and control of incipient liquid-liquid phase separation
will allow the preparation of materials with variable but controlled
morphologies. The morphology coarsening kinetics will be investigated in a
system where isothermal phase separation occurs due to polymerization of
one component of an initially homogeneous mixture. Finally, these materials
will be used to elucidate the relationship between morphology and
mechanical high stress deformation behavior in multi-phase systems.
Although most of polymer blend research has concentrated on blends
prepared by conventional mixing of constituent high molecular weight
polymers, some emphasis has been placed on the in-situ formation of blends.
This process involves the polymerization of a monomer within a polymeric
matrix. This technique offers intrinsic advantages over conventional blend
preparation.
The most commercially significant example of in-situ blend
formation is found in the toughening of polymers by rubber modification.^
High-impact polystyrene is prepared by dissolving 5-10 wt% polybutadiene
in styrene to form a true solution. The styrene is then polymerized, with
significant grafting to the polybutadiene. Careful agitation of the system
during the polymerization yields a polystyrene matrix with dispersed rubber
particles possessing superior mechanical properties. The earliest systematic
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mvestigation of this process is found in the work of Molau. Molau
referred to systems of this type as polymeric oil in oil emulsions; since the
graft copolymer, formed in-situ, behaves as an emulsifier that controls the
scale of phase separation. A variety of systems were investigated including
styrene / polyethyl acrylate, styrene / polymethyl methacrylate and styrene /
polybutadiene. The degree of graft copolymerization, polymerization
kinetics as well as external agitation were all found to have significant effects
on the properties of the resulting blend. Molaii also recognized that a phase
inversion occurs, due to changes in relative phase volumes, as the system
passes from an initially homogeneous state to its ultimate phase separated
morphology. Later work by Parent and Thompson investigated the effect of
molecular weight on the fmal morphology in systems of styrene polymerized
in polymethyl methacrylate matrices of varying molecular weight.'^''"^
Morphologies were found to depend on the molecular weight due to changes
in phase equilibria as well as the effect of viscosity on phase separation
kinetics.
The process of in-situ blend formation is most easily understood by
considering the schematic three component phase diagram in Figure 3. 1. The
shaded region represents the single phase region, while the area below the
curve denotes compositions at which two phases exist at equilibrium. The
compositions of these phases are given by the intersection of the
corresponding tie line with the phase boundary. Relative phase volumes can
be determined by the "lever rule". For example, if a mixture of composition
denoted by point E is prepared, at equilibrium two phases with compositions
given by F and G would exist with relative volumes given by the line
segment ratio EF:EG.''*"'^ In-situ blend formation begins with a mixture
such as point C in Figure 3.1. A homogeneous mixture of a monomer and
polymer is prepared. When polymerization begins, the system progresses
down the reaction coordinate CD. Phase separation begins when the reaction
coordinate intersects the phase boundary. A series of tie lines could, in
theory, be constructed to give phase compositions as the polymerization
progresses. However, the kinetics of the processes involved usually preclude
the attainment of equilibrium until polymerization is completed. This is
BPACY
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Figure 3.1 Schematic phase diagram for in-situ blend formation.
represented by point D, at which point a heterogeneous blend is obtained.
The morphology of the final product is determined by the complex interplay
of polymerization kinetics, phase equilibria and phase separation kinetics.
In-situ polymerization of vinyl monomers has been used to modify
the chemical and physical properties of polyester yams.^"^'^^ For example,
the polymerization of acrylic acid, hydroxyethyl methacrylate and N-vinyl
pyrrolidone in polyester yarns have been reported to enhance the moisture
regain, anti-static and soil-release properties of these materials. The
dimensional stability of acrylic fibers has been improved in a similar manner
by the in-situ polymerization of polyureas or polycarbodiimides in
concentrated solutions of an acrylonitrile copolymer prior to fiber spinning.
Walsh and co-workers used in-situ blend formation to investigate the
phase behavior of polyvinyl chloride with chlorinated polyethylene as well as
various polyaerylates.^^"^"^ This method of blend formation was chosen in
order to avoid artifacts associated with solution blending as well as thermal
stability limits which precluded melt blending. The use of this technique
helped to clarify conflicting studies of thermodynamic compatibility. Kwei
et.al. employed in-situ polymerization to prepare blends of poly(acrylic acid)
/ poly(ethyl oxazoline), hydroxypropyl cellulose / po\y(N,N - dimethyl
acrylamide), and hydroxypropyl cellulose / poly(vinylpyridine) for similar
25,26
reasons.
The polymerization of methyl methacrylate within solid particles of
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stereoregular polymethyl methacrylate has been investigated. Triad
distributions determined by NMR of polymethyl methacrylate polymerized
within solid isotactic (/- ) and syndiotactic (s- ) polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) indicated that chains grown within these solid matrices had greater
degrees of configurational disorder (higher concentration of heterotactic
triads) and that the stereospecific replica polymerization previously observed
for PMMA had only a limited effect in these highly condensed systems. The
stereoregularity of polybutadiene polymerized within a glassy polystyrene
matrix has been investigated by Galvin and F^effner.^^'^^ Decreased
stereoregularity was also found in these solid matrix polymerized materials.
Fine phase dispersions were obtained due to extremely slow aggregation
kinetics within the solid.
Fine phase dispersion obtained via solid matrix in-situ blend
formation has been found useful in the area of conducting polymers.^^ The
polymerization of acetylene in low-density polyethylene films was found to
yield blends with properties superior to conventionally prepared materials.
Highly conductive (>1 S/cm"' ) materials could be produced at very low
polyacetylene loadings (3 wt%) via in-situ polymerization, while blends
prepared by solvent casting were not highly conductive at polyacetylene
levels as high as 40 wt%. This increased conductivity was attributed to the
extremely fine dispersion of polyacetylene obtained (= 600-2000 A), which
resulted in a lower percolation threshold compared to the grossly
inhomogeneous morphologies obtained by solution blending. Tensile moduli
and tensile strength at break were also enhanced compared to that of
unmodified low-density polyethylene.
In an attempt to overcome the processing difficulties encountered
with fiber reinforced materials. Kiss and co-workers examined the solid state
polymerization of trioxane crystals grown within a trioxane /
polycaprolactone or trioxane / polyoxycthylene matrix. Although some
degree of in-situ polymerization was achieved in trioxane rich mixtures, the
resulting polyoxymethylene rich composites were not amenable to
mechanical testing.
Interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) are a final example of
multi-component polymer systems prepared in-situ. Most IPNs are formed
by synthesizing and/or crosslinking one network in the immediate presence
of another. The existence of crosslinks (chemical and/or physical) in these
systems defines them as a particular class of blends prepared in-situ. Sperling
has reviewed this active research area.^^'^^ Various subclasses of IPNs exist
depending upon the particular sequence of polymerization and network
formation (crosslinking). A wide variety of systems have been prepared and
many structure property investigations conducted. Of particular relevance to
the current work is that novel and controllable morphologies can be achieved
via this process.
The synthesis and polymerization of BPACY has recently been
reported. ^'^^^ BPACY are synthesized via an interfacial
hydrolysis/condensation of bisphenol a bis(chloroformate) [see Figure 3.2].
The isolated cyclic oligomers have a = 1529 [absolute molecular weight
via HPLCj and contain less than 0.05% linear contaminants. These
oligomers can be isolated as an amorphous material with T = 147°C and a
density of 1.197 g/cc [Note that the density is very close to that of linear
polycarbonate]. Rapid polymerization of BPACY to form linear high
molecular weight bisphenol a polycarbonate can be achieved by heating the
cyclic oligomers f==260°C] in the presence of a catalyst such as
tetrabutylammonium tetraphenylborate [ (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 ]. The properties of
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Figure 3.2 Synthesis and polymerization of bisphenol a carbonate
cyclic oligomers.
the linear polycarbonate prepared via these reactive oligomers are
indistinguishable from conventional polycarbonate.
An investigation of the miscibility of BPACY with a variety of glassy
thermoplastics revealed that they are miscible with a wide range of polymers
including polyvinylchloride, poly(2,6-dimethyl-l,4-phenylene oxide) and
polyphenyl sulfone. The present study involves the polymerization of
BPACY from an initially homogeneous mixture of BPACY/styrene-
acrylonitrile copolymer [SAN25].
3.2 Experimental
The BPACY, polycarbonate, tetrabutylammonium tetraphenylborate
as well as the styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer used in this study were
provided by General Electric Corporate Research and Development. The
styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer, [SAN25], contained 25 wt% acrylonitrile
and had M^= 11 8,000 with M^/Mj,=2.6. Blends of BPACY/SAN25
containing (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 were prepared by co-dissolving components in LC
grade methylene chloride [=15% solids] followed by removal of solvent by
rotary evaporation. Initial experiments revealed that the BPACY contained
insoluble particulate impurities [primarily metal fragments from equipment
used in their synthesis and isolation]. Therefore, solutions were filtered using
a 0.2|im silver membrane filter before evaporation of solvent.
Samples for morphology coarsening kinetics were prepared by
pressing the powder prepared above between sheets of teflon coated
aluminum foil in a compression molding press [platen temperature 260°C].
Specimens were heat treated for different times at 260°C and then quenched
in a water cooled press 125°C platen temperature). Final specimen
thicknesses were between 0.03 and 0.04 in. The sheets prepared as above
were not suitable for mechanical property measurements due to the presence
of voids. Therefore, a two step process was used to prepare materials for
mechanical property investigations. The powder obtained via solution
mixing was first compression molded into void free plaques 13.5 in x 5.0 in x
0.045 in] using a closed mold I160°C, 500 psi]. No conversion of the
BPACY to polymer occurred during this stage of the heat treatment [as
shown by GPC|. These plaques were then heat treated for different periods
of time in an open frame mold [3.5 in x 5.0 in x 0.03 in] between Ferrotype
plates (treated with release agent, Frekote® 44, Dexter Corp.] in a
compression molding press |260°C, 5(K) psi| and then quenched in a water
cooled press [25°C platen temperature]. Some flashing and associated flow
occurred during this stage which was evident in the morphology of the
surface of these plaques which will be discussed later. The temperature
transients associated with initial heat up and quenching fto below T ] were
isolated to <15 sec in these thin sheets.
Polymerization kinetics were followed GPC analysis. A Waters 590
pump, WISP 710b autoinjector, and styragel columns [ 10"^, Up, 5(K), 1(X) A
pore sizes] using chloroform as the mobile phase were used for GPC
analyses. A dual detector system was utilized: Waters 410 differential
refractometer in series with a Miran lA CVF [Foxboro Instruments] infra-red
detector fSpectra-Tech 1mm path length flow cell]. The infra-red detector
was operated at a wavelength of 5.65 |im [carbonate C=0 stretch] where
there is no interference from SAN25 absorptions. This enabled the carbonate
[cyclic oligomer or polymer] molecular weight distribution to be calculated
without interference from the SAN. These components were interfaced with
a Nelson Analytical Model 2600 chromatography data station used for data
reduction. Unless otherwise noted molecular weights are relative to
polystyrene standards. Glass transition temperatures were determined using a
Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 at a heating rate of 20°C/min.
Tensile specimens were prepared by cutting the 3.5 in x 5.0 in x 0.03
in plaques into 1.8 in x 0.6 in x 0.03 in sections. Dogbone test specimens
with 0.4 in gauge lengths and 0.5 in tabs were prepared from these sections
on a router table using a standard template. Specimen edges were carefully
polished using a 240 grit rubberized silicon carbide abrasive before testing.
Tensile tests were performed on a screw driven Instron 4500 materials testing
frame in conjunction with Instron Series IX computer data acquisition.
Arrested crack tips were prepared by mounting specimens, which had been
notched with a razor blade, in a vise and slowly forcing open the notch using
a wedge.
A variety of microscopic techniques were used to analyze
morphologies as well as high stress deformation mechanisms. Samples for
transmission electron microscopy [TEM] were sectioned [0.12-0.15 |im] at
room temperature using a Reichert Ultracut E ultramicrotome. A Hitachi H-
600 TEM was used to image unstained sections [wherein contrast arises from
the electron density difference between phases]. Tensile fracture surfaces
were coated with a thin layer of Au/Pd and imaged using a Hitachi S520
scanning electron microscope. Samples for reflected light microscopy were
prepared by either facing on the ultamicrotome or polishing to a 1 |J.m
diamond finish prior to oxygen plasma etching. The oxygen plasma etching
provides excellent surface relief due to the faster etching rate of
polycarbonate relative to SAN25. Surfaces were then sputter coated with a
thin layer of Au/Pd and imaged using a Zeiss Axiovert Metallograph using
both reflected bright field and reflected dark field illumination. Thin sections
[35-40 ^im thick] for transmitted light microscopy were prepared by standard
grinding and polishing techniques.39 These specimens were imaged using a
Zeiss Photomicroscope in bright field polarized transmission with and
without crossed polars.
3.3 Results and nis^i^Q^inn
3.3.1 In-Situ Pnlvmerizatinn
Three requirements must be met for the successful control of phase
dispersion via in-situ polymerization of BPACY. First a raiscible
BPACY/polymer combination must be found. Secondly, the polymerization
kinetics of the BPACY dispersed in the host polymer must be rapid and
finally, one must be able to kinetically trap a morphology far from
equilibrium. Blends of BPACY and SAN25 are miscible across the entire
composition range as evidenced by a single Tg [see Figure 3.3]. Also shown
is the fit of the data to the Gordon-Taylor equation"^^
W, T_, + k'W'yT„'y
J - I g l 2__g2_ , X
g Wi+ kw2 ^^-^^
The Tg of a miscible blend is given as a function of the weight fractions and
Tg's of the two components. In this work, k in the Gordon-Taylor equation is
considered an empirical parameter. It should be noted that blends of SAN25
Ill
Figure 3.3 T vs. composition BPACY/SAN25 blends.
with high molecular weight linear bisphenol a polycarbonate [PC] would be
phase separated [for example see ref 41].
The first requirement being met, the polymerization kinetics of
BPACY/SAN25 blends were then investigated. The conversion of BPACY
to high molecular weight polycarbonate versus time for a 50/50 wt.%
BPACY/SAN25 blend containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 [relative to
bisphenol a carbonate repeat units] at 260°C is given in Figure 3.4. We see
that the polymerization of BPACY is very rapid with complete conversion
achieved in just over 60 seconds. The molecular weight of the PC obtained
was M^=39,000, M^/Mn=2.6. Less than 0.25% BPACY remained after
polymerization. This molecular weight is similar to commercial injection
molding grade PC. Polymerization kinetics as well as final PC molecular
weights for BPACY blends with SAN25 at cyclic oligomer weight fractions
of 0.10, 0.70 and 0.90 were quite similar with complete conversion achieved
in less than 80 seconds in all cases.
The requirements of an initially miscible system and rapid
polymerization kinetics being met, we could now evaluate the morphologies
obtained via the in-sitii polymerization of BPACY. Figures 3.5 through 3.1
1
display the morphologies obtained for 50/50 BPACY/SAN25 blends
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 which were heat treated at 260°C for
times between 30 and 600 seconds before being quenched below Tg. The
mixture is still homogeneous after 30 sec [Figure 3.5] when approximately
20% of the cyclics have been converted to polymer. Phase separation is
obvious after 60 sec [==90% conversion]. A SAN25 rich phase is dispersed in
a PC matrix [see Figure 3.6]. The PC rich phase appears dark in TEM
micrographs due to its higher electron density relative to SAN25. After 90
113
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Figure 3.4 Polymerization kinetics of 50/50 BPACY/SAN25 blends
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 [260°C].
Figure 3.5 TEM micrograph of 50/50 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 30 sec.
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Figure 3.6 TEM micrograph of 50/50 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 60 sec.
Figure 3.7 TEM micrograph of 50/50 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 90 sec.
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Figure 3.8 TEM micrograph of 50/50 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 150 sec.
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Figure 3.9 TEM micrograph of 50/50 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 210 sec.
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Figure 3.10 TEM micrograph of 50/50 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 300 sec.
Figure 3.1 1 TEM micrograph of 50/50 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 600 sec.
sec complete conversion to PC has occurred, the micrograph [Figure 3.7]
reveals that a phase inversion has occurred to yield a dispersion of the PC
rich phase. At 50% PC by weight we would expect the SAN rich phase to be
continuous due to its lower density [i.e. it represents >50% by volume]. The
PC rich dispersions coarsen over time at 260°C [see Figures 3.8 through
3.11].
In order to compare the morphologies obtained via in-situ
polymerization to those obtained via conventional melt blending of high
molecular weight polymers, a 50/50 blend of SAN25 with PC [of similar
molecular weight to that obtained in-situ ] was coextruded using a twin screw
extruder at 260°C. This blend was then compression molded at 260°C for 90
sec. The morphology of the conventional melt blend is shown in Figure 3.12.
For comparison, the morphology of the 90 sec in-situ polymerized blend is
shown in Figure 3.13 at the same magnification as Figure 3.12. The size of
the domains obtained via in-situ polymerization are =100 times smaller than
those obtained via conventional melt blending.
The glass transition temperatures of the blends described above were
analyzed by DSC with the results shown in Figure 3.14. The 30 sec sample
had a single Tg which is consistent with the single phase nature of Figure 3.6.
The DSC results for times 60 sec through 600 sec reveal that equilibrium
phase compositions are established rapidly as evidenced by the T 's of the
dispersed phases remaining constant over time. The observed phase
coarsening occurs with only a change in the size of the dispersed phase at
constant composition. Also shown in Figure 3.14 are the results for the
conventional melt blend, which are identical to those obtained for the in-situ
polymerized blends.
Figure 3.12 TEM micrograph of 50/50 PCASAN25 conventional melt
blend. [Note that copper grid bars are visible at this magnification.)
Figure 3.13 TEM micrograph of 50/50 BPACY/SAN25 blend conlaining
0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 90 sec. [Same
magnification as Figure 3.12; note that copper grid bars are visible.]
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3.3.2 Phase Coarseninp Kinptir^
The phase coarsening kinetics of in-situ polymerized blends were
investigated at a range of BPACY compositions. Particle size distributions
were determined by digital image analysis of TEM micrographs. The
number average radii of dispersed domains are plotted as a function of time
in Figure 3.15 for blends containing 10, 50, 70 and 90 wt% BPACY. The
data are presented on a log-log scale so that the scaling relationship
R(t) oc t « (3 2)
could be demonstrated by fitting a straight line to the data. The error bars in
Figure 3.15 represent the standard deviations of the number average radii
distributions. The rate at which dispersed phases coarsen is seen to be a
strong function of the overall weight for more precisely volume] fraction of
the dispersed phase. The scaling exponent, a, is largest when the dispersed
phase volume is largest (i.e. 50/50 and 70/30|. Domain coarsening is
significantly slower at 10/90, a=0.33, while at 90/10 the domains do not
coarsen at all over time, a=0.
The discovery, early in the twentieth century, that the age hardening
of iron alloys was due to a room temperature precipitation process spawned
great interest in the dynamics of phase separation processes.'^^ More
recently, the phase separation dynamics of polymer blends have become an
active research area. This interest is due to both the technological importance
of this subject as well as academic interest in the fact that polymer blends
belong to the same universality class as binary alloys and fluid mixtures.
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Several excellent reviews have been published to which the interested reader
is referred for more details.'^^"^^
The demixing of a binary or pseudo-binary mixture due to a rapid
change in the thermodynamic stability can occur via one of two mechanisms:
1) nucleation and growth or 2) spinodal decomposition. Although, the
resulting equilibrium structure [two macroscopic liquid phases of {<\>^\ and
(^l^b.eql independent of the mechanism of demixing, the intermediate
demixed structures are quite different.
Nucleation and growth occurs in the metastable region of the phase
diagram [i.e. the region bounded by the binodal or cloud point curve and the
spinodalj. Nuclei of composition close to {<^i)^^^^, the equilibrium
composition of component 1 in phase a at equilibrium, are formed in the
mother phase by a thermal activation process. Nuclei greater than the critical
size will then grow until the matrix reaches ((t)i)5 eq » the equilibrium
concentration of component 1 in phase b at equilibrium. The size of the
nuclei is determined by kinetic factors while the composition difference
between ((t)i)a gq {<^i\(.^ is controlled by the thermodynamic state of the
mixture. Demixing via this process is divided into two stages; the early,
rapid, approach to equilibrium phase compositions and the later more gradual
coarsening of dispersed domains of ((l)i)a,eq ^ matrix of ((^^\ ^.
The approach to equilibrium phase compositions is quite different via
spinodal decomposition; a process which occurs in the unstable region of the
phase diagram [i.e. within the spinodal]. The early stage of spinodal
decomposition is characterized by the development of periodic composition
fluctuations of a characteristic wavelength, X, and amplitude A(t). The
characteristic wavelength, which is determined by the thermodynamic
condition, remains constant during the earliest stages while the amplitude of
the fluctuations, which is kinetically controlled, increases with time. An
increase in X as well as a continued increase in ^ characterizes the
intermediate stage of spinodal decomposition. The late stage begins when
^h\cq (<l>l)b.eq reached. At this point, coarsening processes identical
to those which occur in the final stage of nucleation a growth commence.
Definitive conclusions regarding the mechanism of demixing under
particular experimental conditions can only be drawn from a careful analysis
of the early stages of demixing during which equilibrium phase compositions
are reached. However, the coarsening processes that occur after equilibrium
phase compositions are reached are independent of the mechanism active
during the early stages of demixing. The dynamics of these universal
coarsening processes are most often characterized by performing scaling
analyses on the average size of dispersed domains by either observing the
average radius as a function of time, R(t), when direct real space images are
available or by analysis of the wavenumbcr of maximum scattered intensity
as a function of lime, q^Ct), when radiation scattering is used to monitor
demixing kinetics. The comparison of the scaling exponents, a. in
R(t) t « (3.3)
or
qjt) ^ t (3.4)
with those predicted theoretically provides insights as to the physics of the
coarsening mechanism.
One of the earliest proposed mechanisms for the coarsening of
dispersed domains is referred to as Ostwald ripening.48-50 The physics of
this process is based on an evaporation-condensation mechanism in which
larger droplets grow at the expense of smaller ones driven by the lower
surface tension of droplets with larger radii. The domains do not, themselves,
undergo translation. Instead, diffusion is biased from smaller particles into
the matrix as well as diffusion from the matrix into larger particles due to the
higher chemical potential of smaller particles [higher surface tensions]
relative to larger particles. Thus, there is a net flux of material from smaller
particles through the matrix into larger particles. This theory predicts
m 0= t^/^ (3.5)
or
qJt)oct-l/3 (3.6)
These relationships have been found to hold quite well for binary alloys as
well as small molecule fluid mixtures."^ Although originally derived for
infinitely small volume fractions of the dispersed phase, non-zero volume
fractions affect only the pre-factor leaving the scaling exponent at 1/3. The
applicability of this mechanism to the late stage coarsening of polymer
systems has recently been questioned and will be discussed later.^^'^^
A diffusion-reaction type process for late stage coarsening initially
proposed by Binder and Stauffer is an alternative mechanism to the
evaporation-condensation of Ostwald ripening.^^'^^ Smoluchowski kinetics
are applied which treat each droplet as a free Brownian particle that will
coalesce with another particle upon contact. This approach predicts a range
of scaling exponents depending upon the balance of forces acting under
parUcular experimental conditions as well as the volume fraction of dispersed
phase. Growth law scaling exponents, a. in the range 1/3 < a < 1 have been
predicted. The balance between inertial and dissipative as well as between
surface and thermal forces determines a. Fastest growth rates are expected
for conditions where domains remain percolated throughout the coarsening
process. The growth law exponent may change with time since the size of
domains can affect the balance of forces acting upon it.
A variety of growth law scaling exponents have been observed in the
demixing of polymer systems.^^ Critical mixtures consistenUy display a = 0
for the early stages of demixing where the wavelength of composition
fluctuations due to spinodal decomposition is expected to be constant.
During the later stages, there is a gradual change in a with time until a
relatively constant value of 0.8 < a < 1 is reached during late stage
coarsening. In contrast, the late stage coarsening of off-critical mixtures has
recently been shown to slow down with an eventual cessation of coarsening
referred to as a "pinning" of domain growth.5l Scaling exponents have been
shown to decrease from a = 0.8 to a = 0 during the late stage. This pinning
has been attributed to a "dynamical percolation to cluster transition".
Domain coarsening during the late stage proceeds rapidly when domains
percolate or form local clusters but this coarsening is slowed and finally
arrested when dispersed domains become separated from each other in space.
This phenomenon is unique to polymer systems due to an extreme barrier to
coarsening via diffusive mechanisms. When a small molecule fluid
undergoes a dynamical percolation to cluster transition it can still coarsen via
diffusive mechanisms since barriers to diffusion through the matrix are low.
For polymer systems, however, a large entropic barrier exists for transport
across a sharp interface [i.e. diffusion perpendicular to a sharp interface].
Monte Carlo simulations by Kotnis and Muthukumar have recently
demonstrated that the entropic barrier, unique to polymer systems, for
transport across sharp interfaces can in fact result in a cessation of
coarsening.
The phenomenon of "pinning" unique to polymer systems is shown
schematically in Figure 3.16. When the volume fraction of the dispersed
phase is low, the dispersed domains exist as independent entities separated
from each other in space. Under the.se conditions, coarsening can occur
either by diffusion of material from a small particle through the matrix into a
larger particle [i.e. diffusion perpendicular to a sharp interface] or by the
diffusion of two domains into contact with each other. Extreme barriers exist
to these processes in polymer .systems unlike similar processes in small
molecule mixtures. The high molecular weight and connectivity of a
polymer molecule result in a large entropic barrier to diffusion perpendicular
to a sharp interface as well as a high viscosity which impedes diffusion of
dispersed domains as free particles. As the volume fraction of the dispersed
phase increa.ses, the random placement of these domains forces some of them
to come in contact with each other to form local clusters. These clusters can
reduce their overall surface energy and coarsen without requiring the
transport of polymer molecules across sharp interfaces or the large scale
movement of an entire domain. Thus, these local clusters can coarsen rapidly
with time.
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Figure 3.16 Schematic representation of the "pinning" of domain
coarsening.
The "pinning" of domain growth observed for the 90/10 BPACY
blend is consistent with the above explanation. At this composition, the
earliest stages of phase separation result in dispersed domains separated from
each other in space; these domains do not form local clusters. The 60 sec
morphology [complete conversion] for the 90/10 system is shown in Figure
3.17. The later stage morphology [600 sec], which is essentially unchanged,
is shown in Figure 3.18 The dispersed SAN domains are independent of one
another at this volume fraction. At higher volume fractions of dispersed
phase [ see Figures 3.7 through 3.11] a random arrangement of domains
results in the formation of local clusters in which a number of domains are in
contact. The coarsening of these clusters can occur without transport across a
sharp interface in contrast to dispersed independent domains at low volume
fractions.
Although the 10/90 system also consists of independent dispersed
particles, it did coarsen slightly over 600 sec. Domain growth was extremely
slow in this case and, compared to the 50/50 and 70/30 systems, domain
growth could be considered arrested. In this case PC rich domains are
dispersed in SAN rich matrix [see Figure 3.19] [Note that DSC results reveal
that the two phases are essentially pure PC and pure SAN]. The viscosity of
PC at 260°C is 20 times that of SAN [16,000 poise versus 800 poise]. The
slight coarsening of the 10/90 system may be due to the lower viscosity of the
matrix which presents less resistance to diffusion of the dispersed domains as
free particles resulting in a greater probability for the collision of two
domains.
Figure 3.17 TEM micrograph of 90/10 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 60 sec.
Figure 3.18 TEM micrograph of 90/10 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 600 sec.
Figure 3.19 TEM micrograph of 10/90 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 600 sec.
3-3.3 Dispersion Size Effects on Mechani^;^] Properties;
The preparation of 70/30 PC/SAN25 blends with varying
morphologies via the in-situ polymerization of BPACY/SAN blends enabled
an investigation of the effect of dispersed phase size on high stress
deformation. 70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blends containing 0.07 mol%
(Bu)4NB(Ph)4 were heat treated as described for various times followed by a
rapid quench below Tg. The BPACY were completely converted to PC
[M^=47,000, M^/Mn=2.4] in 60 seconds. The molecular weight of both the
PC and SAN25 were unaffected by longer heat treatment times.
The morphology obtained after 60 sec is shown in Figure 3.20. SAN
rich domains [= 4 ^im] are dispersed in a PC rich matrix. The morphology is
uniform through the 0.030 in thickness of the specimen which reveals that
thermal gradients are insignificant in these thin sheets [Note that Figures
3.20-3.23 display the morphology through the entire thickness of the
specimen]. Specimens which were heat treated for 240 sec reveal that some
flow does occur during the later stages of the heat treatment . The 240 sec
specimen is slightly thinner [0.027 in] and the SAN rich domains at the
surfaces form highly elongated threads due to extensional flow at the surfaces
[see Figure 3.21]. This flow is due to the fact that the initial unconverted
BPACY/SAN25 plaque is slightly thicker than the frame used during the
final heat treatment. Therefore, flash forms during the later stages of the heat
treatment and the frame confines the resulting extensional flow to the
surfaces of sheet. Specimens prepared for phase coarsening investigations
were uniform through the thickness since a frame was not used in their
Figure 3.20 Photomicrograph of 70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 60 sec.
Entire specimen thickness shown from top to bottom of figure.
[Surface microtomed, oxygen plasma etched and Pd/Au coated; bright
field reflected light illumination]
Figure 3.21 Photomicrograph of 70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260''C for 240 sec.
Entire specimen thickness shown from top to bottom of figure.
[Surface microtomed, oxygen plasma etched and Pd/Au coated; bright
field reflected light illumination]
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Figure 3.22 Photomicrograph of 70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 nioi% (Bu)4NIi(Ph)4 heat treated at 26()"C for 420 sec.
Entire specimen thickness shown from top to bottom of figure.
(Surface microtomed, oxygen plasma etched and Pd/Au coated; bright
field reflected light illuniiiiationl
Figure 3.23 Photomicrograph of 70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 720 sec.
Entire specimen thickness shown from top to bottom of figure.
[Surface microtomed, oxygen plasma etched and Pd/Au coated; bright
field reflected light illumination]
at
via
preparation. Some elongation of the dispersed domains was observed [see
Figures 3.7-3.11] due to flow. This flow, however was not highly
elongational and did not produce thin threads. The 420 sec morphology
shown in Figure 3.22 reveals that the previously formed elongated threads
the surface haven broken up into smaller spherical domains, presumably
capillary breakup driven by interfacial tension.55 The domains in the interior
have coarsened as expected and appear unaffected by the flow at the surface.
Coarsening continues through 720 sec [Figure 3.23].
The tensile properties of the 70/30 blends were investigated for the
range of morphologies described above. Homogeneous PC and SAN25
specimens which had been heat treated at 260°C for the same times as the
blends were also tested to determine whether the properties of the pure
components change due to the thermal treatment. Tensile tests were
performed at two strain rates, 2.0 x lO'^ sec"' and 2.0 x lO'^^ sec'l Six
specimens were tested at each strain rate for each morphology or thermal
treatment. The results are summarized in Table 3.1.
Representative stress-displacement curves for PC at the two strain
rates studied are shown in Figure 3.24. PC is ductile at both strain rates and
has a rate dependent yield stress. The tensile behavior of PC was
independent of thermal treatment at 260°C for times between 60 sec and 720
sec followed by a rapid quench. In contrast, SAN25 is britde at both strain
rates. Within experimental error, its breaking stress is independent of strain
rate as well as thermal treatment at 260°C. Representative stress-
displacement curves are given in Figure 3.25.
All six specimens of 70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blends which were
polymerized in-situ and held at 260°C for 60 sec were ductile at the slower
Ind pVre^Xl?„r'"'" P"'^*"^"^ BPACY/SAN25 blends
ividicndi o train Kate
(sec"^)
No.
Ductile
Yidd
Stress (psi)
No
Brittle
Breaking
^ f\ ^ t A-42.U X lU
AO /oUUizOO 0
2.0 X 10-3 6 8400±200 0
C A MOcA
z,(J X lU^ 6 6200±300
2.0 X 10-3 0 6
70/30 60 sec Z.U X 10 u oOUU±3UU 0
2.0 X 10-3 1 9000 5
70/30 240 sec 2.0 X 10-"^ 4 8300±200 2 7500±200
2.0 X 10-3 0 6 8600+200
70/30 420 sec 2.0 X 10-^ 3 8500±200 3 7800+500
2.0 X 10-3 0 6 8800±200
70/30 720 sec 2.0 X lO-"* 0 6 780O±400
2.0 X 10-3 0 6 7800+300
The tensile properties of the PC and SAN25 were independent of heat
treatment time at 260°C. The PC used was a commercial injection
molding grade resin fM^=44,000, M^/Mn=2.5].
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Figure 3.24 Representative stress-displacement curves for polycarbonate.
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Figure 3.25 Representative stress-displacement curves for SAN25.
strain rate. The macroscopic yield stress was greater than that lor PC. In all
cases, deformation occurred without any observable crazing or stress
whitening. In addition, a well developed neck formed as the specimens
underwent cold drawing with a reduction in cross sectional area. Tests were
terminated before fracture after yielding and cold drawing. These
observations imply that the SAN25 domains deformed via shear yielding in
contrast to the behavior of homogeneous SAN which is brittle under uniaxial
tension. At the faster strain rate only one specimen out of six underwent
ductile yielding with the other five failing in a brittle manner. Representative
stress-displacement curves for the 60 sec morphology are given in Figure
3.26. As the morphology of the core section coarsens with longer thermal
treatment times fewer and fewer of the specimens are ductile until after 720
sec at 260°C all specimens are brittle at both strain rates |see Figure 3.27J.
All specimens which yielded deformed without whitening and formed a well
defined neck.
In order to confirm that the dispersed SAN25 domains undergo shear
yielding when specimens yield macroscopically, sections for TFM were
microtomed parallel to the tensile axis from within both an undeformed
region as well as the necked region. Figure 3.28 displays the undeformed
morphology for a 70/30 blend held a 260°C for 240 sec while the
morphology within the neck is shown in Figure 3.29. The SAN domains
have clearly been oriented and elongated along the tensile direction. In
addition there is no evidence for crazing within the SAN domains nor is there
any debonding at the PC/SAN interface. An optical micrograph of a larger
area which displays the morphology on both sides of the neck is given in
Figure 3.30. This also demonstrates the orientation and elongation of the
SAN due to shear flow.
SEM images of fracture surfaces of the 70/30 blend held at 260°C for
60 sec as well those for the 720 sec morphology are given in Figures 3.31 and
3.32 The fracture surfaces are those of specimens which had failed in a
brittle manner during tensile tests at strain rates of 2.0 x lO'^ sec"' In both
cases the SAN domains have fractured in a brittle manner as evidenced by
their smooth planar texture at the fracture surface. The surrounding PC has
undergone a significant degree of shear flow. This is evidenced by the
roughness of the surrounding material as well as gaps which exist between
the PC and SAN at the fracture surface. The gaps are a result of the thinning
which occurs within the PC as it deforms via shear. There is no evidence for
direct domain pullout; this implies a strong interface between the dispersed
domains and the matrix.
In order to investigate the deformation below a brittle fracture surface
sections were microlomed perpendicular to the fracture surface which was
preserved by embedding it in epoxy and stained with OSO4 prior to
sectioning. Figure 3.33 displays a low magnification TEM micrograph of the
region directly below the fracture surface of a specimen held at 260°C for
720 sec. The finer morphology is observed at the skin with large SAN
domains in the core. A large SAN domain which has apparently been split in
two is seen at the fracture surface. A detailed view of this large SAN domain
[Figure 3. 34] reveals a large number of fine internal crazes parallel to the
fracture surface which terminate at the SAN/PC interface. Crazing was
evident only in the region immediately below the fracture surface with no
10,000
Crosshead Disp. (in)
Figure 3.26 Representative stress-displacement curves for a 70/30
BPACY/SAN25 blend containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated
at 260°C for 60 sec.
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0.05
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Figure 3.27 Representative stress-displacement curves for a 70/30
BPACY/SAN25 blend containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated
at 260°C for 720 sec.
Figure 3.28 TEM micrograph of undeformed region of a 70/30
BPACY/SAN25 blend containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated
at 260°C for 240 sec. [Note that copper grid bars are visible.]
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Figure 3.29 TEM micrograph of necked region of a 70/30
BPACY/SAN25 blend containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated
at 260°C for 240 sec. [Extension direction as shown; note that copper grid
bars are visible at this magnification]
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Figure 3.30 Photomicrograph of 70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blend
containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat treated at 260°C for 240 sec.
Figure includes deformed and non-deformed regions on either side of
neck. [Surface microtomed, oxygen plasma etched and Pd/Au coated;
bright field reflected light illumination]
Figure 3.31 SI<M micrograph of abrittic fracture surface of a 70/30
BPACY/SAN25 blend containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat
treated at 260°C for 60 sec.
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Figure 3.32 SEM micrograph of abrittle fracture surface of a 70/30
BPACY/SAN25 blend containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat
treated at 260°C for 720 sec.
Figure 3.33 TEM micrograph of epoxy embedded fracture surface of a
70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blend containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat
treated at 260°C for 720 sec. [ Stained with OSO4 to highlight crazes]
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Figure 3.34 TEM micrograph of epoxy embedded fracture surface of a
70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blend containing 0.07 mol% (Bu)4NB(Ph)4 heat
treated at 260°C for 720 sec. [Higher magnification of Figure 3.33; stained
with OSO4 to highlight crazes]
damage evident more than =50 ^m below the fracture surface. In addition,
smaller SAN domains showed a lower tendency to craze.
Arrested cleavage crack tips were prepared in both the 60 sec and 720
sec morphologies in order to better understand the transition from ductile to
brittle behavior as the SAN dispersion coarsens. Sections were prepared by
thinning the specimen from both surfaces to yield a thin section of the central
portion of the specimen. These sections were then imaged by a variety of
optical methods. Bright field reflection images of the crack tips in the 60 sec
and 720 sec morphologies are shown in Figure 3.35. The size of the SAN
dispersion is seen to have a dramatic effect on the nature of the crack tip.
The crack tip in the finer morphology [60 sec, Figure 3.35 (a)] is bifurcated
with little damage evident in the region surrounding the crack tip. The crack
propagates directly through SAN domains at this plane but does not pass
through the PC matrix. Images of this crack tip viewed between crossed
polars to be presented below reveal that the region is highly birefringent. This
implies that the PC has undergone shear flow.
The bright field reflection image of the crack tip in the central region
of the 720 sec morphology [Figure 3.35 (b)] reveals that cavitation does
occur in the polycarbonate as the crack propagates. The region ahead of this
crack tip contains many small cracks which have split SAN domains as well
as propagated into the PC matrix. This is in sharp contrast to the behavior of
the crack in the specimen with a finer dispersion of SAN. Although it is not
possible to determine definitively where these cracks initiated, we expect that
the cracks initiated in the SAN rich domains due to their lower crazing
resistance relative to PC. It appears that the large SAN domains are more
prone to crazing/cracking and that when these cracks form they propagate
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Figure 3.35 Bright field reflection photomicrographs of arrested crack tips in
in-situ polymerized 70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blends, (a) 60 sec morphology
(b) 720 sec morphology [Thin sections of specimen mid-planej
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nto the PC matrix. The smaller SAN domains do no. crack in response to
the complex stress field ahead of the crack tip and therefore do not cause
cavitation in the PC matrix ahead of the crack tip. The dark field refiecion
micrographs [Figure 3.36 (a) and (b)] provide another view of the thin cracks
ahead of the crack tip in the 720 sec specimen in contrast to the 60 sec
morphology.
Images of the two crack tips between crossed polars provide further
insight on the influence of particle size on high stress deformation
mechanisms. The crack tip in the 720 sec specimen is shown in Figure 3.37
(b). The central region of the crack itself is the only region which is
birefringent. The region ahead of the crack is clearly not birefringent which
implies that no shear flow has occurred. Recall that the images in bright and
dark field reflection [Figures 3.35 (b) and 3.36 (b)] revealed that cavitational
deformation mechanisms were active in response to the stress field in this
region. Dramatically different behavior is observed for the finer dispersion of
SAN [see Figure 3.37 (a)]. The central portion of the crack tip is also highly
birefringent in this specimen. This confirms that shear flow has occurred in
the ligaments of PC between the cracked SAN domains as noted above. In
addition, the region ahead of the bifurcated crack tip is highly birefringent.
This confirms that instead of cracking in response to the stress field, the finer
morphology undergoes shear yielding.
Figure 3.36 Dark field reflection photomicrographs of arrested crack tips in
in-situ polymerized 70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blends, (a) 60 sec morphology
(b) 720 sec morphology [Thin sections of specimen mid-plane]
Figure 3.37 Photomicrographs of arrested crack tips in in-situ polymerized
70/30 BPACY/SAN25 blends viewed between crossed polars. (a) 60 sec
morphology (b) 720 sec morphology [Thin sections of specimen mid-planej
3.3.3.1 Discussion
It has been proposed that the energy absorbed to failure of a ductile
polymer can be increased by dispersing in it a higher modulus brittle
polymer.56 The concept is based on the fact that the brittle dispersed particle
will absorb a significant amount of energy if it can be induced to deform via
shear yielding along with the matrix without catastrophic failure due to
crazing/cracking which is characteristic of a brittle material. This mechanism
is quite plausible since the stress field around the particle dispersed in a more
compliant matrix is very different from that which is encountered when the
homogeneous material is under stress.
When a stress is applied to a heterogeneous material, the local intemal
stress fields can be very different from the global far field applied stresses.^
An early approach to this problem considered the case of an isolated spherical
particle embedded in an isotropic solid body.^^ This model developed by
Goodier assumes perfect adhesion at the interface between phases and treats
only the linear elastic behavior, to yield the classical closed form solution. A
global uniaxial tensile stress results in a local triaxial stress state around the
inclusion due to differences in the elastic constants between the two phases.
The magnitude of the stress concentration factor [SCF], expressed as the ratio
of major local principle stress to applied stress, as well as the location of its
maximum are determined by the disparity in elastic constants [modulus and
Poisson's ratio] between the two phases. The larger the difference the higher
the SCF. When the inclusion is significantly more compliant than the matrix,
the maximum principle stress, major principle strain, maximum dilation,
maximum distortion strain energy density and major principle shear stress are
all located 90° to the applied stress at the interface between the matrix and
inclusion. These maxima shift, although to varying degrees, toward the
polar regions of the inclusion [ 0° to the applied stress ] when the inclusion is
less compliant than the matrix.^^'^g ^^^^ ^ ^.^^ ^^^^^^^ ^.^^^^^^^ _^ ^
more compliant matrix with a higher Poisson's ratio the tendency for
cavitation is reduced in the dispersed phase due to a resolved hydrostatic
compression.^^ Thus a ductile-brittle transition may be observed due to
resolved stress fields as discussed above. The sensitivity of the deformation
mechanisms of homogeneous materials to the details of the stress field has
been discussed by Sternstein^^ while others have demonstrated that polymers
which are characterized by brittle behavior under uniaxial tension deform via
ductile yielding when the hydrostatic component of the stress tensor is
60-64
compressive.
This concept has been demonstrated by others for dispersions of
brittle styrene-acrylonitrile copolymers [SAN] in ductile PC matrices.^^ Koo
et.al. extended this concept to other combinations.^^ In addition to PC/SAN.
PC/PMMA and PBT/SAN yielded combinations with improved properties
while PC/polystyrene [PS]. PBT/PMMA, nylon-6/SAN. and nylon-6/PS all
had inferior tensile and impact strengths. The importance of the size of the
dispersed phase as well as the strength of the interface was demonstrated by
Angola et.al.^ The addition of a compatibilizer, poly(styrene-co -maleic
anhydride), to the nylon- 6/SAN system reduced the size of the dispersed
SAN phase and improved the interfacial strength yielding a material with
superior tensile and impact strengths. Although, detailed analysis of the
deformation mechanisms was not performed, the size of the dispersed phase,
interfacial strength as well as the details of the components' crazing and shear
yielding envelopes under triaxial stress f.elds are clearly determining factors
of a blend's mechanical performance.
The effect of dispersed phase size has been demonstrated by several
other investigations. Quintens et.al. demonstrated that annealing injection
molded PC/SAN blends above the of both components results in a
dramatic coarsening of the phase dispersion.^^'^^ The coarsening of the
morphology was accompanied by a loss in ductility. Kim and Lee have
shown that the addition of a compatibilizer, poly(e-caprolactone), to PC/SAN
blends reduces the size of the dispersed SAN phase yielding improved tensile
and notched Izod impact strengths.^^ Finally, coextruded microlayer sheet
consisting of alternating layers of PC and SAN has been studied.^'""^^ Most
relevant is the effect of layer thickness on the deformation behavior of these
sheets. At constant composition and overall sheet thickness, 1.2mm, the
number of layers was varied from 49 to 776. Thus layer thicknesses varied
from 24 |im to 1.6 ^m. When the layers were thick, the components
displayed behavior characteristic of the homogeneous bulk polymers. The
SAN crazed or cracked while the PC deformed primarily via shear yielding.
However, as the layers became thinner, crazing in the SAN was suppressed
and the SAN also deformed via shear yielding. The change in deformation
behavior of the SAN was attributed to changes in stress state due to the
72impmgement of PC shear bands.
The effect of dispersed domain size in blends of a brittle polymer
dispersed in a more ductile matrix described in this work is similar to that
observed by others. There are a number of explanations for the transition
from brittle to ductile behavior as a brittle phase becomes more finely
dispersed in a ductile matrix. These will be outline here. We have found.
qualitatively, that smaller SAN domains have a lower tendency to craze/crack
when dispersed in a PC matrix. This has also been observed by Berger and
Kramer who have proposed that crazing is suppressed in small domains [ ==1
^im] because formation of craze fibrils at the craze tip is supressed^^ These
authors propose that in order for a craze to form, the volume an inclusion
must be at least an order of magnitude greater than fibril spacings which are
typically 0.02 to 0.1 ^m. Thus the smaller the inclusion the greater the
restriction to craze formation which is the antecedent of brittie failure. In
addition, as the dispersion becomes finer at constant volume fraction, fewer
particles will contain heterogeneous nucleation sites for craze initiation which
will also reduce the tendency for crazing and brittle failure.75.76
The complex internal stress fields of a heterogeneous material also
contribute to the increased ductility of finer dispersions. As discussed above
crazing in stiff brittle particles dispersed in a more compliant ductile matrix
will be suppressed due to the nature of the local stress fields. The reduction
of dispersed particle size at constant volume fraction also reduces the
distance between the surfaces of dispersed domains. This will increase the
overlap of stress fields created by neighboring particles which should
enhance this effect. The increased overiap of local stress fields as particle
size decreases is also expected to increase the tendency for local yielding in
the matrix.
In addition to the suppression of brittle crack initiation in smaller
dispersed particles, a crack in a smaller particle will be less likely to result in
catastrophic failure. When a dispersed brittle domain does crack, the stress
concentration at the interface between it and the matrix will depend strongly
on the length of the crack. ''^ The smaller the dispersed domain the lower will
be the stress concentration at the interface between it and the matrix when
that domain has cracked.^V Thus when a crack forms in a small dispersed
phase the likelihood of it propagating into the matrix is reduced relative to a
crack in a larger domain. The work of Berger and Kramer74
.
Ma et al^B,
addition to that presented here has shown that small crazes/cracks formed
the SAN can be blunted by shear flow in the PC matrix while larger cracks
propagate into the matrix. The enhanced ductility of a finely dispersed brittle
phase is best understood as the synergistic result of the effects decsribed
above.
m
in
3.4 Summary
The in-situ polymerization of BPACY/SAN blends has been
demonstrated to yield PC/SAN blends with morphologies unattainable via
conventional melt blending. Extremely fine phase dispersion can be obtained
by this method of blend preparation. The domain coarsening kinetics have
been shown to be quite sensitive to the volume fraction of the dispersed
phase. We have confirmed that the "pinning" of domain coarsening, unique
to polymer systems, can be attributed to the extreme barriers to diffusive
coarsening mechanisms in these systems. Thus phase coarsening is arrested
when percolation ceases or domains no longer form local clusters.
The dispersed phase size has been shown to have a dramatic effect on
high stress deformation in systems where a brittle phase is dispersed in a
more compliant ductile matrix. The increased ductility of blends with finer
phase dispersions has been rationalized based on a lower tendency for smaller
167
brittle phases to craze/crack in addition to the influence of complex local
stress fields in heterogeneous materials.
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